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Executive summary 
 
The assignment 

In its first 2009 annual report the European Research Area Board set the vision and goal for 
realising “An ERA to deliver excellence … where risk-taking in research, regardless of its 
public or private origin, will be the guiding principle for ERA policy.” (ERAB 2009, Chapter 
5). To support ERAB in finding ways to realise the vision the European Commission 
commissioned a study to the Joint Institute for Innovation Policy. The study essentially 
addresses two of the milestones ERAB defined:  

1) Explore how EU research funding models can be developed in order to contribute better to 
the realisation of more frontier high-risk research in Europe. 
2) How can “arm’s-length” governance of European research contribute to the achievement of 
this goal?  
 
The report starts with exploring the concepts of frontier research, excellence and risk-taking 
Chapter 3). The following step involves linking these concepts to funding models and the 
development of the outlines of an ideal type research funding model on the basis of evidence 
from a limited number of existing funding schemes around the world (Chapter 4). How such a 
model can be implemented through independent agencies is then the final step in this analysis 
(Chapter 5). 

It should be noted that there is no generally accepted definition of the concept of “funding 
model”, and the body of (scientific) literature on the topic is very limited. This report uses the 
concept in its rather broad sense which usually includes as key elements the source of funds, 
the types of decision makers, the motivations of the decision makers and how decision 
making processes are organised. The concept of “funding model” will be reserved for the 
discussion of the determining characteristics and their impacts. “Funding scheme” will be 
used to point to a specific research funding programme (e.g. a case). 

A number cases (funding schemes) for further analysis and comparison was given in the 
“terms of reference” for the study, ranging from basic or fundamental research programmes to 
applied and industry driven programmes. In addition the researchers had proposed a number 
of cases which they thought could contribute to the study’s goals because of their explicit 
orientation on frontier and/or risky research. And during the implementation of the study the 
researchers came across a few cases which were thought to be interesting enough to add to the 
list. 

With limited resources the study has been of an explorative nature. Literature review, 
interviews and case-analysis lead to conclusions which point to issues and directions which 
after a first analysis seem promising and need to be further explored. This further exploration 
should include a more systematic and deeper comparative analysis of more cases (funding 
schemes) as well as a broader stakeholder involvement.  

 
What is frontier research? 

The analysis in this report builds on the concept of “frontier research” as defined by a 
European expert group with this title (European Commission 2005):  

“… classical distinctions between ‘basic’ and ‘applied’ research have lost much of their relevance at a 
time when emerging areas of science and technology often embrace substantial elements of both. The 
report therefore adopts the term frontier research, rather than basic research, to reflect this new reality. 
Frontier research, because it is at the forefront of creating new knowledge, is an intrinsically risky 
endeavour that involves the pursuit of questions without regard for established disciplinary boundaries 
or national borders.” 
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Herewith the “frontier research” expert group recognises that modern high-risk / high-gain 
research builds on close interactions between blue sky research, strategic research answering 
to societal challenges and applied research. 

The literature review points to a set of overlapping elements being critical for fostering 
frontier research:  
– Characteristics of organisation of research (e.g. scientific diversity, interaction, leadership, 

flexibility, …),  
– Institutional factors (e.g. freedom of individual scientific interests, group leadership, small 

group size, complementary variety of scientific skills)   
– Overall funding situation for scientists (dominance of short term competitive funding and 

dependence on external evaluations leads to risk avoiding behaviour), 
– Selection criteria in programmes and competitiveness of funding, 
– Labour environment of researchers (“career” perspectives), 
– Programme criteria (funding duration, funding type, target group, selection criteria, etc.). 

The literature study leads us to a definition of frontier research which is broader than the 
traditional academic definition of research excellence (which mainly focuses on the first 
element in the table below). 
  
Goal Description 
World class excellence Belonging to recognised top of research (groups) in the 

specific research field in the world  
Uncertain but potentially high impact outcomes The potential to build new research trajectories, 

opening up the road to new applications or to disrupt 
accepted research trajectories 

Sufficient mass and scope Increasing complexity and multidisciplinarity 
translates in scale/mass requirements 

External connectedness An environment which is conducive to a diversity of 
research inputs and to fostering research results and 
nurture their potential usage 

Impact on business and society (demand orientation)  Longer term perspectives for business/market 
development and/or solving societal problems 

 

Research funding models which aim at fostering frontier research should accommodate and 
offer incentives for all these elements in a mixture which is dependent on the nature and 
domain of the research. 
 
Funding models for frontier research 

The comparative analysis of a number of cases shows that programming and selection 
together with the “style of management” are major issues if we want to foster “high-risk / 
high-gain” projects. The conditions for implementing the project or programme need to be 
suitable for the kind of research done: monitoring based on trust and flexibility. Ex-post 
evaluation might be less of a problem because almost by definition these projects have highly 
explicit ambitions, which make it relatively easy to assess the results.  

The discussion of the different elements of funding models in view of the goal of fostering 
frontier research leads to a number of conclusions which need to be further developed. The 
following points seem to be particularly important: 

- fostering frontier research requires interaction with researchers (and most likely also with 
other stakeholders) in the programming stage by people that know how to challenge 
researchers; 
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- fostering frontier research requires flexibility in the development of the research, 
including opportunities to test ideas (both on application procedure and implementation of 
projects), good content related monitoring and evaluation, and the possibility to stop or to 
extend projects on the basis of how they perform and develop; 

- fostering frontier research requires speeding up procedures, minimising the administrative 
burden and an overall shift of the focus from inputs to generating outcomes; 

- fostering European level frontier research requires programme development, selection and 
implementation of projects at arms length of Commission and member States influence  

- fostering frontier research requires differentiated procedures across the European research 
portfolio. 

The table below presents a very general model of the European research portfolio. The 
majority of European funding schemes fall in the programmes/projects boxes, but through the 
European Research Council (ERC) direct researchers funding has been made possible and the 
European Institute of Innovation and Technology (EIT) makes a beginning with institutional 
funding through the Knowledge and Innovation Communities (KICs).  
 

Funding in the European research portfolio  
Funding of Institutions Programmes/projects Researchers 

Orientation    
Fundamental, Curiosity 
Supply driven - - -  

Strategic,  
Challenge driven  - - - 

Applied, Solutions 
Demand driven - - - 

Fostering frontier research in Europe would mean to further develop this portfolio. Both 
institutional funding and direct researchers funding are indispensable elements next to funding 
of programmes and projects. 
 
Agencies 

Several necessary elements of the ideal type funding model are not directly compatible with 
the political and policy making environment in Europe. Political consensus mechanisms may 
have difficulties in dealing with developing challenging and disruptive research programmes, 
(political) powers may enter into selection procedures in particular for strategic and applied 
research, content-related criteria change too easily with changing political priorities, 
bureaucratic control has difficulties in handling flexibility in research, etc.   
Therefore there is wide agreement that fostering European-level frontier research also requires 
programme development, selection and implementation of projects at arm’s length of 
Commission and Member States influence.  

A key issue for Europe will be the role agencies play in the process of strategy building. The 
present system has too many instances which lead to relatively careful and consensus-based 
strategies, which are not the best to achieve “cutting edge” frontier results. Establishing 
agencies with ambitious missions and holding them accountable for these missions creates a 
driving force which may help to overcome the present barriers (including maybe the barriers 
caused by the present administrative burdens). A quick start – with as a prime goal to 
contribute to the further development of a European standard for frontier research – could be 
made by establishing an independent agency for a programme of targeted frontier research 
(for example including the Future and Emerging Technology initiatives in FP7), which 
complements the researcher-driven ERC programmes.  
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Conclusions/recommendations 

To reach the very ambitious ERAB milestone stating that 50% of European research will be 
regarded as frontier research in 2030, it is necessary that Europe adopts a more venturing 
approach to its overall research portfolio. In the present system there are too many incentives 
for risk-averse behaviour and too few for high-risk / high gain research endeavours.  

The overall European research portfolio is not well balanced, with the large majority of 
funding in the “programmatic” boxes (see table 8). Trust based direct researchers awards 
(example: ERC) and institutional funding (example: EIT) should become essential and larger 
parts of the European research portfolio, on the one hand because they are essential conditions 
for generating frontier research and on the other hand because they also set high standards for 
the large majority of research funding in Europe which falls under the responsibility of the 
Member States.  

Frontier research does not grow without strong scientific management, with responsibility and 
accountability in view of the challenges which the programmes want to address. Successful 
frontier research as was encountered in the US, South Korea or specific breakthrough 
programs in Europe requires knowledgeable and entrepreneurial management with an 
orientation towards impact.  

Because of the incentive structures high-risk / high-gain research does not emerge from the 
academic world without creating special pull factors. Ring-fenced programs that specifically 
invite breakthrough research are successful, but programming and monitoring of such 
research in close interaction with the researchers proves even better. From that perspective 
more attention should be paid at the European level to develop challenging programmes 
which go beyond the immediate and well-defined interests of stakeholders (e.g. industry 
trying to get part of its research investments subsidized or researchers seeking good 
publication opportunities).  

One of the ways to do this is to systematically foster the special line for frontier science or 
Future and Emerging Technologies (as it is now called in FP7) in all themes of the 
Framework programme. A similar line could be developed within the PPPs, making them 
more explorative and open to new developments. The management of such a research line 
will require ring-fencing (no competition with other research goals) and involvement of 
longer term oriented visionary researchers in the programming and monitoring phase. 

With the general loss of longer term and blue sky orientations in industrial laboratories it is to 
be advised to systematically program and monitor thematic research in a Triple Helix setting, 
whereby each of the participating stakeholder parties has a different role: government with 
regard to the societal challenges, industry with regard to business opportunities and scientists 
with regard to longer term research opportunities. It is worth while to also consider the 
possibility to include citizens or laymen in the process as is done by the National Science 
Foundation (US) and TEKES (Fi).  

Flexibility, speed, and increased dynamics in the research portfolio as a whole (e.g. moving 
from one box to another with a project) require simplification as a boundary condition.  

In general independent agencies (as a generic word for any organisation to which tasks are 
outsourced) which are accountable to politics on the basis of a clear and publicly discussed 
mission and/or strategy are best positioned for the implementation of frontier research funding 
schemes.  
 
With its limited resources this study has been of an explorative nature. Literature review, 
interviews and comparative case-analyses lead to conclusions which point clearly to issues 
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and directions which after a first analysis seem promising and need to be further explored. 
Key elements for future elaboration are: 
1. further development of a coherent vision and approach toward the overall European 

research portfolio, 
2. managing for challenging frontier research programmes and a venturing researchers’ 

environment,  
3. implementation by outcome-oriented mission driven agencies accountable for a well-

defined and politically agreed set of strategic goals.   
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1. Introduction 
1.1 The assignment 
 
In its first 2009 annual report the European Research Area Board set the vision and goal for 
realising “An ERA to deliver excellence … where risk-taking in research, regardless of its 
public or private origin, will be the guiding principle for ERA policy.” (ERAB 2009, Chapter 
5). The milestones ERAB formulated on which to measure achievement of this goal are the 
following: 

- 50% of EC research funding is going to frontier, high-risk research and development. 

- Europe increases its share of top-ranked universities up to 40% of the top-20 and top-100 
rankings and increases its most-cited research worldwide by a third. 

- Funding for public, non-military research is increasingly concentrated in research-
intensive institutions. 

- At least 50 of our innovation clusters, out of about 2,000 clusters large and small today, 
are world leaders in scale and quality. 

- The governance system for European research funding will be based on a set of arm’s-
length agencies, as part of an ‘ERA of Agencies’.   

ERAB sees the latter point as a very important general condition for reaching the milestones. 
ERAB wants to bring European research and development and its contributions to future 
competitiveness and societal challenges at “the cutting edge”. One of the often cited barriers 
is that the way Europe funds its research and development is not very well suited to this 
ambition.1 

In its first 2009 annual report ERAB makes the following statement: 
„A new governance model for arm’s-length agencies to deliver research and innovation in Europe is 
essential for our global position. This ‘ERA of agencies’ will reorient EU research funding into 
specialised, goal-oriented and excellence-based bodies, but will only deliver excellence provided these 
agencies are not strangled by a one-size-fits all central bureaucracy.” (p.26) 

 
Against this background the European Commission commissioned a study to support the 
work of ERAB. The study essentially concerns two of the milestones ERAB defined:  

1) Which funding conditions contribute best to the realisation of more frontier high-risk 
research in Europe? 

                                                 
1 In its 2003 advice for setting up the European Research Council a European Science Foundation working 
group makes the following observations about shortcomings of the EU research funding mechanisms:  
– complex and cumbersome with rigid procedures not conducive to encouraging fundamental research;  
– having scientific quality as a necessary but not the sole requirement;  
– driven by decisions taken only with certain specified advice or participation from the scientific world;  
– likely to be biased as a result of the policy-driven nature of the funding;  
– greatly influenced by Framework Programmes that are defined by the Treaty of Union as aiming to 

 increase industrial competitiveness and sustain policy development;  
– involving a formulation of Programmes that is lengthy and thereby creates a long reaction time, and 

 hence is not responsive enough to a rapidly changing research world. 

According to this ESF working group Europe needed an impulse to strengthen the quality (and impact) of its 
scientific research which later became the ERC, but between the lines ESF also says that existing structures and 
procedures have a negative impact on quality. 
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2) How can “arm’s-length” governance of European research in the funding models 
contribute to the achievement of this goal?  
 
This report presents the results of a study which explores the conditions for encouragement of 
excellence and high-risk/high-gain research and more specifically how this can be done 
through choosing the right funding model or combination of funding models. In this context 
the concept of “funding model” should be understood in a sense which is much broader than 
just the pure financial regulations2.  
It also addresses related questions such as the following:  

– How can a more “trust-based” approach be adopted (in contrast with the present approach 
which is generally seen as “control-based”) in order to give researchers less administrative 
control and more flexibility regarding the allocation of resources during the 
implementation phase of their programmes and projects? This should help to increase the 
implementation efficiency of projects (and hence their success rate), without at the same 
time raising the risk of misuse of resources. 

– Somewhat related is the question how to move from an “input-based system” in which the 
use of input resources (money, time, people, facilities, etc.) is administratively controlled, 
to an “output-based system” in which the research outputs are the main target. Generally 
this does not imply that research funding agencies or programme managers are able to 
steer outputs – but that they can offer “best conditions” for best possible outputs. 

– The longstanding wish of the European research community to simplify the administrative 
burden for researchers as one of the characteristics of a funding model should not only be 
seen as a valuable goal in itself (less transaction costs) but also in the perspective of how it 
can contribute to making European research and development more “cutting edge”.  

– The broad definition of “funding model” already makes clear that also the “pre- and post-
funding” arrangements (priority setting, selection processes, evaluation, and other 
characteristics of specific research funding schemes) may create conditions and incentives 
which have consequences for the way researchers and research managers approach their 
projects and outputs.  

 

1.2  This report  
 
The next paragraph of this chapter briefly introduces the policy issue of “public research 
funding” and more specific policies with regard to the characteristics and goals of public 
research funding initiatives in Europe. Chapter 2 outlines the approach followed for the 
analysis on which this report is based. Chapter 3 discusses the concepts of “excellence and 
risk-taking” and lessons which can be drawn from the literature. Chapter 4 discusses different 
elements of funding models first in a more theoretical perspective and next in the perspective 
of a “SWOT Analysis”. Chapter 5 goes somewhat deeper into the necessary elements to build 
an “ideal-type funding model”. Chapter 6 discusses more specifically the somewhat different 
issue of the need and characteristics of independent research agencies. And finally, the overall 
conclusions are presented in chapter 7. 
 

                                                 
2 There is no generally accepted definition of the concept of “funding model”. Usually the concept has a fairly 
broad meaning which includes as key elements the source of funds, the types of decision makers, and the 
motivations of the decision makers. In this report we will use a mix of this broad definition and a more 
implementation oriented approach as developed in the following chapters. The concept of “funding model” will 
be reserved for the discussion of the determining characteristics and their impacts. “Funding scheme” will be 
used when we talk about a specific research funding programme. 
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1.3 Policy background  
 
The key challenges to which European research policy has to answer have been very well 
summarised by the High Level Expert Group on Frontier Research. It is useful to recall the 
description of these challenges at some length (European Commission, 2005): 

– Reinforcing excellence, especially in new, fast-growing research areas. Europe does not perform 
particularly well in terms of truly outstanding research, nor is it mastering sufficiently quickly the new 
fast growing fields in which science and technology are often closely interlinked. It needs a new 
funding mechanism such as the ERC that encourages, facilitates and selects more adventurous research, 
drawing upon the full continental pool of creative researchers. 

– Staying ahead in a world of growing scientific and technological competition. While Europe wrestles 
with the task of catching up with its traditional competitors, it may face the danger of being overtaken 
by fast-developing Asian countries. Special attention must therefore be given in European policy to 
areas such as frontier research and mechanisms such as the ERC where Europe can exploit some of its 
potential comparative advantages. 

– Linking science to technological innovation. Europe’s relative slowness in entering and exploiting new 
fields of technology closely linked to scientific knowledge has adverse consequences for its ability to 
generate innovations. A new organisation like the ERC is needed to fund the best frontier research in 
emerging, fast-growing areas, and thereby to help strengthen European competitiveness in relation to 
technological innovation. 

– Competing for talent. Success in frontier research as well as in exploiting new scientific knowledge 
depends increasingly on the efforts of a relatively small number of truly outstanding research leaders. 
Europe needs a new institutional mechanism to make it more attractive to such individuals (irrespective 
of their country of origin), providing them with the resources needed to develop their full research 
potential, and helping to retain them within Europe. 

– Encouraging greater investment. Europe lags well behind the USA in funding research. To reach the 
R&D investment targets set by the Barcelona European Council meeting in 2002, national governments 
and European institutions must both make additional efforts. A pan-European approach for investing in 
high quality frontier research through a new ERC is one response to this need and, with other 
complementary measures, can make Europe more attractive to companies deciding where, and how 
much, to invest in R&D. 

There is a high level of consensus about these challenges and about some of the basic 
principles of how to tackle them: Europe needs a more enterprising (or venturing) system of 
research and development and this requires a change of both the overall culture and the 
governance structures of the R&D system. As we will see in our discussion of the meaning of 
excellence and frontier research in chapter 3 of this report, the ERC is just one of the elements 
of building a system which is capable of delivering high quality frontier research. For real 
progress we need to think in terms of systemic relation between research and innovation. 

“The message for European higher education and research in an environment of global competition 
seems pretty clear: If we want to achieve more breakthroughs, we will have to make a great effort to 
establish new creative milieus, not only in our research institutions but also in our research funding and 
research policy making organisations. Europe can only be successful in establishing and maintaining a 
globally competitive knowledge-based society if it continuously strives to enhance the quality of its 
research base, to strengthen the structural dynamics of the various research and innovation systems, and 
to support frontier research in carefully selected areas.” (Wilhelm Krull, 2010)  

 

65 Years ago Vannevar Bush marks the start of modern science policy in post 2nd World War 
United States with his famous report “Science – the Endless Frontier”. The proposed solution 
of governance by an agency which is relatively independent from day-to-day politics found its 
way in the organisation of science policy in most countries around the world, including most 
European Union Member States.  

“Therefore I recommend that a new agency for these purposes be established. Such an agency should be 
composed of persons of broad interest and experience, having an understanding of the peculiarities of 
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scientific research and scientific education. It should have stability of funds so that long-range 
programmes may be undertaken. It should recognize that freedom of inquiry must be preserved and 
should leave internal control of policy, personnel, and the method and scope of research to the 
institutions in which it is carried on. It should be fully responsible to the President and through him to 
the Congress for its programme.” (Vannevar Bush, 1945) 
 

Mainly due to the particular development of Europe of the Member States, however, this kind 
of solution is only very slowly seeping into the European system of governance of research 
and development. Obviously the key barrier for the Member States is a loss of direct influence 
and control if Europe moves to a system of independent agencies for the governance of 
research. Despite the fact that several Member States have developed quite innovative 
systems for arm’s-length governance of research, the European system can generally be 
regarded as close to policy making, control-based, leading to risk-averseness and weakening 
the potential of making European research more “cutting edge”.3 
 
The Innovation Union initiative which is going to be published in the context of Europe 2020 
in autumn 2010 will probably contribute to improved research conditions in Europe through 
creating better conditions for horizontal coordination between the concerned EU-policy 
domains, aiming at policies which reinforce each other instead of finding other policies in its 
way. And most likely the announced Innovation Partnerships not only create conditions for 
better horizontal coordination inside the Commission but also for the much-needed 
coordination between the Commission and the Member States in favour of a more venturing 
research policy. 
It will hopefully succeed in creating an overarching framework in which the growing number 
of different funding and organisational models for the governance of research in Europe can 
at least be made more transparent, more easily accessible for the wide variety of stakeholders 
and made more attractive by creating the best incentives for globally competitive frontier 
research.    
 
Several other and related policy initiatives are under way that in principle could contribute to 
realise the goals that ERAB sets. The initiative to simplify the administrative and financial 
burden for participants in European research initiatives (in particular those under the 
Framework Programme) is widely welcomed.4  In theory the same holds true for the 
“agencification” of the execution of European research. The Research Executive Agency and 
the European Research Council Executive Agency are of quite recent dates. But here many 
would comment that the principles of “arm’s-length governance” have not yet been achieved.5 
Other relevant initiatives are still in their “incubation” stage. For example, there seems to be 
principle agreement in Europe that the governance of research needs to become more trust- 
based and, although somewhat more contested, needs to become more output-oriented. In 
these cases ideas have not yet developed into real policy initiatives, but even without explicit 
policymaking some potentially useful developments are taking place, like for example the 
growing use of “prizes” to induce innovations globally and in Europe.6    
 
   
 
                                                 
3 At the same time it is important to note that nobody contests the contribution of the consecutive Framework 
Programmes through their cooperation, capacities and people parts to the development of what has become 
known as the European Research Area.  
4 See a.o. European Commission COM(2010)187 and European Parliament ITRE 2010/2079(INI).  
5 On the contrary, some stakeholders commented that the establishment of these agencies has so far only led to 
increased complexity, because of the need to deal with two policy bodies for the same project. 
6 See for instance Committee on the Design of an NSF Innovation Prize, 2007, and The Economist, 7 August 
2010. 
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2. Approaching funding models  
 

2.1 Points of departure 
 
In accordance with the terms of reference and the accepted proposal the study specifically 
addresses “the encouragement of excellence and risk-taking behaviour in research” in a broad 
sense and how this can be done through choosing a specific funding model or combination of 
funding models. Of course “the encouragement of excellence” through funding arrangements 
cannot be seen in isolation from other themes. For example, the collaboration between public 
and private sectors may be an important element of research excellence and most likely is 
partly dependent on the funding arrangements. Furthermore, it becomes obvious that the 
notions of “excellence” and “risk-taking” may have different practical meanings in different 
fields of research. Therefore it is necessary to develop concepts of excellence and risk-taking 
for this study which provide a background against which to analyse advantages and 
disadvantages of funding models.  

It should be noted that there is no generally accepted definition of the concept of “funding 
model”, and the body of (scientific) literature on the topic is rather limited. This report uses 
the concept in a rather broad sense which includes as key elements the source of funds, the 
types of decision makers, the motivations of the decision makers and how decision making 
processes are organised. The concept of “funding model” will be reserved for the discussion 
of the determining characteristics and their impacts. “Funding scheme” will be used to point 
to a specific research funding programme (e.g. a case). 

In order to locate strength and weaknesses, opportunities and threats of the funding models, 
goals and their interrelations have to be clarified first. We will discuss the most important 
differentiating characteristics of funding schemes and how they relate to frontier research. 
Particular attention is given to their treatment of research prioritisation, selection mechanisms 
and evaluation. Based on discussions and the literature it became clear that these 
characteristics are best represented in funding models by “trust-based” vs. “control-based” 
and “top-down” vs. “bottom-up” orientations. 

The following section provides information regarding the selection and implementation of 
case studies.  A number of cases (funding schemes) for further analysis and comparison were 
given in the “terms of reference” for the study, ranging from basic or fundamental research 
programmes to applied and industry driven programmes. Additionally the research-team had 
proposed a number of cases which they thought could contribute to the study’s goals because 
of their explicit orientation on fostering frontier and/or risky research. And during the 
implementation of the study the researchers came across a few cases which were though to be 
interesting enough to add to the list. 
 

2.2 Dimensions of funding models 
 
The development of the framework for analysing the strength, weaknesses, opportunities and 
threats of funding models related to goals of public research funding was carried out in an 
iterative process of reviewing literature and documents and research team discussions 
enhanced by interviews.   
Based on considerations resulting from literature review and discussions it became clear that 
the notion “excellence” often includes a societal meaning of generating impact. This impact 
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may be expressed in a wide range of indicators, from intensively cited research (e.g. in case of 
basic research) or in figures representing increased innovative activities or intensified 
cooperative research efforts (e.g. in case of more applied research environments or programs 
fostering industry-science-social challenges linkages). The risk-taking perspective refers to a 
characteristic of research activities, more in particular how uncertain outcomes are. 

Hence, funding models have to be seen as aiming at impact complemented by handling risks. 
Both dimensions have their trade-offs, and the resulting combinations are influenced by the 
design and characteristics of funding schemes.  
These characteristics of funding models can be described in a number of general 
“orientations”, e.g. “trust-based” vs. “control-based” and “top-down” vs. “bottom-up”.  
 
Impact and risk 

In this introductory paragraph we will first have a closer look at some of the consequences of 
the demand for high-risk / high-impact frontier research. The matrix below (table 1) 
represents on a very basic level four different combinations of impact and risk. In R&D there 
tends to be a high correlation between potential impact (= excellence, frontier, bringing about 
radical innovations, breakthrough research, or similar objective) and risk, implying that the 
higher the risk of the research the higher are its potential impacts. The absolutely preferred 
combination would then be high impact and low risk (box 1 in table1). But this combination 
is rare because almost by definition all actors would try to follow this track with as an 
ultimate consequence a dilution of impact.7 Funding schemes supporting the generally 
preferred move from box 2 (low risk / low impact) where much of the research done 
nowadays is placed, to box 3 (high risk / high impact) in the matrix, would increase 
opportunities for risky research.  Such schemes can be seen as strength.  

A threat for such research funding schemes would appear if they place too much emphasis on 
high-risk research by minimizing risk control measures which may lead to a situation where 
you end up with a lot of high-risk, low-impact projects (box 4). This would be the least 
desirable outcome of the selection process. The problem lies in the abilities to assess ex ante 
the potential impact of a proposed research project or programme. If we can do a better job at 
that (and thus avoid box 4), taking more risk is not a problem.   
 
Table 1: Impact and risk 

  Low risk High risk 
High impact (1) (3) 
Low impact (2) (4) 
 
Hence, strength and weaknesses of funding models consist in the presence of internal 
mechanisms which support or disband the move of research efforts towards high-risk / high-
impact. As we will see, these mechanisms are mainly rooted in the overall structure of the 
funding schemes, in particular in the programming and selection phase and less in the actual 
funding phase in a more narrow sense.   

 
Trust or control 

The relationship between frontier research and funding schemes is strongly connected with 
processes of research prioritisation, the rules for the selection of projects in different funding 
schemes or programmes, and the rules for evaluation of research results. These are the 
                                                 
7 This does not exclude the possibility that the social impact of the low-risk research might be considerable. But 
from a competitive or distinguishing research perspective it is less attractive.  
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mechanisms that incentivise researchers and research groups to develop and submit more or 
less daring and challenging proposals.  

The literature and case studies show the general advantages and disadvantages of peer-
reviewing as the most widely used selection mechanism in research. The lesson that can be 
drawn with regard to the wish to foster frontier research is that peer-reviewing alone is not 
enough to bring the desired results, because it carries the weakness of risk-avoiding 
behaviour on the side of the researchers. The fact that researchers more and more are 
becoming dependent on competitive short term contracts makes this even worse. 

Additional mechanisms for selection and evaluation are required in order to strengthen and 
build opportunities for frontier research. With the European Commission and ERAB many 
stakeholders agree on the need to move from “control based” to “trust based” models. These 
concepts essentially refer to the administrative and financial governance of projects or 
programmes. A special weakness of the European Union Framework Programmes is that they 
are seen as being too tightly control based, in particular when it comes to financial planning 
and reporting. Apart from the necessary reporting, which many research organisations see as 
an unproductive burden, it implies the threat of suboptimal results because of a lack of 
flexibility in the programmes’ management. 

The alternative solution of a so-called “output-based” funding system in which funding is 
based on research outputs has been introduced in several countries (e.g. UK, New Zealand). 
The system is usually called “performance based research funding”. Although this leads to 
different incentives and initially seams to have its strength in contributing to higher quality 
and productivity, the longer term impacts are less clear.8 There are fears that this model over 
time leads to a costly output-measurement system which creates an administrative burden 
comparable with that of the control-based systems. And in addition it is expected to lead to 
opportunistic behaviour from researchers in order best to address the specified output 
indicators, instead of improving overall outcomes.9   

The present discussion in Europe therefore focuses mostly on moving toward a trust-based 
approach, which would involve more lump-sum funding, grants, awards, etc. But we will 
demonstrate later that there are other ways such as using interactive monitoring which 
challenge researchers on their outcomes (not to be perceived in the narrow scientific – 
publications – sense) and avoid the negative impacts of rigid output indicators.   
 
Top-down / bottom-up 

Another dimension that needs to be taken into account is that of “top-down” versus “bottom 
up” driven procedures for prioritisation and selection. The strength of a “top-down” system 
are seen in prioritisation processes when the funding body defines the research themes and 
topics that it wants to fund in great detail (for example it does not only identify the problem, 
but also the technological solutions on which it wants to bet). Nevertheless this in turn 
includes the weakness of leaving limited creative room for researchers to define their own 
research trajectory. The major strength of a bottom-up system lies in a less restrictive 
prioritisation by the funding body, which in turn creates ground for opportunities and more 
room for the creative initiatives of researchers – based on their intrinsic motivation (which in 
consequence may include a higher risk-taking). In the latter case peer-review ranking – with 
its advantages and disadvantages – is usually the preferred selection method. In the “top-
down” case a larger number of selection criteria and more different selection methods can be 
found, although the principles of competitive ranking usually also apply.    
                                                 
8 See for instance Geuna and Martin 2003, Auranen and Nieminen 2010 and Smart 2009. 
9 Many research organisations know the phenomenon that researchers easily switch between patenting and 
publishing depending on their respective weight in evaluations. 
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In basic or blue sky  research the bottom-up model tends to dominate, while in applied 
research there is usually more top-down steering (think about the technology prospective 
studies, technology roadmaps, etc. that steer research agendas). In the context of the current 
discussion about grand challenges as drivers for research and development a combination of 
the two approaches is needed, to answer to identified needs on the one hand and to freely 
explore potentially promising research trajectories on the other.  
  
There are linkages between the two dimensions discussed in the two previous paragraphs. 
Top-down and control-based are often associated with each other, just as well as bottom-up 
and trust-based. So, if we put them in a matrix format we can classify funding schemes into 
four categories as in the table below.  
 
Table 2: Research funding models 

 Prioritization and project selection 
Financial regulation Top down Bottom up 
Control based  (1)  (2) 
Trust based (3)  (4) 
 
These boxes somewhat coincide with another categorisation of steering models that is 
sometimes used10: centralized, executive agency and decentralized. The centralised model is 
represented in box 1 and the decentralised in box 4. The agency model is often associated 
with box 2 (for example the case of the European Research Council Executive Agency), but 
can in theory apply to each of the 4 boxes. This flexibility of the agency model demands for a 
clear institutional set-up related to explicit goals. Option (3) is particularly interesting because 
it creates a need to discuss a trust based model in the context of demand driven research 
planning (e.g. in view of grand challenges and/or lead markets initiatives).  
 
The important point now is how these four steering models relate to the goal to foster frontier 
research. What are the kinds of incentives these steering models give to the world of research 
in order to stimulate high impact and risk-taking research? And can we define any good 
measures for these incentives? With regard to the latter question we see essentially two 
options which both need to be applied at the same time: 
a. linking incentives to the predefined goals of a programme and its funding scheme, 
b. linking incentives to the potential contributions of a programme and it’s funding scheme to 
the milestones as defined by ERAB. 

Since research prioritisation, selection mechanism and evaluation are highly relevant 
characteristics of funding models, we will have to relate them to incentive structures which in 
turn require a discussion of how risk is treated. 
 

2.3 Framework guiding the study and steps followed to analyse funding 
models 
 
The discussions described above led to an analytical framework for the study, which relates 
the realised public research funding to its goals by analysing the influence of funding models 
on excellence and risk-taking.  
 

                                                 
10 This classification was mentioned in the terms of reference for this study. 
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Figure 1: Framework guiding the study  
 

 
 
 
Driving forces and incentives which influence the goals of excellence and risk-taking are 
caused by specific characteristics of funding models. Specific funding schemes or 
programmes include rules with regards to prioritisation, project selection and evaluation. 
These rules have an impact on strength, weaknesses, opportunities and threats of the specific 
scheme in view of excellence and risk-taking. 
    
Starting from the basic questions to be addressed (“Which research funding models can 
guarantee the best possible outcomes in terms of excellent and risk-taking research?”) the 
following steps have been applied in an iterative process: 

– Development of a workable conceptualisation of excellence and risk-taking in research, 
– Development of working hypotheses which describe how funding conditions and related 

incentives have an impact on research excellence and on risk-taking in research, 
– Selecting a set of relevant case-studies, 
– Comparative SWOT analysis of a limited set of funding models with the aim to develop 

the contours of an ideal-type research funding model for Europe, 
– Preparing a description of the ideal-type vision or model for funding in view of the need 

to increase excellent and risk-taking research.  
 
With limited resources the study has been of an explorative nature and the applied methods 
are:  
- analysing literature/documents 
- performing interviews (for specific case studies and more general to test ideas) 
- research team discussions. 
Starting from literature review and screening internet resources, first conceptualisations of 
excellence and risk-taking in research and relevant dimensions of related funding models 
were derived and resulted in selection criteria and a template for case-studies (see annex 1). 

During the study a number of research funding schemes were reviewed and/or played a role in 
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research team agreed with Commission services. Some funding schemes are very specific and 
targeted; others are more general and generic. Some of the cases were studied in relative great 
detail, others more superficially, but always with a focus on how the specific scheme tries to 
foster frontier research. The number of cases was large enough to serve as a valuable source 
of information and inspiration.  
Table 311 provides an overview of the programmes, funding schemes and funding 
organisations which were taken into account. In bold are the schemes for which detailed 
information is available in appendix 2. 

Table 3: Case studies overview 
 Entity Website 
1. 7th Framework Programme for Research and Technological 

Development (FP7) 
www.cordis.europa.eu/fp7 
 

1.1 FP7 Cooperation Programme www.cordis.europa.eu/fp7 
1.1.112 Thematic Cooperation Programme (Energy) www.cordis.europa.eu/fp7 
1.1.2 Joint Technology Initiatives (JTI) www.cordis.europa.eu/fp7 
1.1.2.1 Advanced Research & Technology for Embedded Intelligence and 

Systems - Joint Undertaking (ARTEMIS-JU) 
www.artemis-ju.eu 
 

1.1.2.2 Innovative Medicine Initiative Joint Technology Initiative (IMI-JTI) www.imi.europa.eu 
1.2 FP7 Ideas Programme (ERC) www.erc.europa.eu 
   
2 European Institute of  Innovation and Technology (EIT)  www.eit.europa.eu 
   
3 Eureka Network / Eurostars www.eurekanetwork.org 
3.1 Agentschap.NL http://www.agentschapnl.nl 
   
4. Ambient Assisted Living Joint Programme (AAL JP) www.aal-europe.eu 
4.1 Netherlands Organisation for Health Research and Development 

(ZoNMW) 
www.zonmw.nl 

   
5 European Heads of Research Councils (EUROHORCs) www.eurohorcs.org 
5.1 NWO, ANR, DFG, etc.  
   
6 Volkswagen Foundation www.volkswagenstiftung.de 
   
7 National Nanotechnology Initiative (NNI) www.nano.gov 
   
8 Advanced Research Project Agency – Energy (ARPA-E) www.arpa-e.energy.gov 
   
9 National Science Foundation (Eager) www.nsf.gov 
   
10 South Korea / Frontier Research Programme http://english.mest.go.kr/ 

 

                                                 
11 For detailed information see Annex 2. 
12 Given the fact that by far the largest part of the EU budget is channelled through the cooperation programme, 
we specifically looked at the selection process within one of the 10 thematic programmes.   
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3. The concepts of excellence and risk-taking  
 

3.1 The broader context  
 
This chapter outlines our understanding of the nature and scope of frontier science, research 
and development in relation to the concepts of excellence and risk-taking.  

Science and society 

Over time the view on the role of science in society has changed. It started with a so-called 
science-push model in which basic research is followed by applied research which in turn is 
followed by technology development which in the end leads to innovations in the market. 
This model, sometimes also called the “linear model of innovation” goes back to Vannevar 
Bush’s advice to president Roosevelt immediately after the Second World War (Bush, 1945). 
It sees “blue-sky research” as the prime driver for innovation. 

Subsequent research on innovations led to defining a demand-pull model in which market 
demand is driving applied research leading to technology development which again brings the 
innovations to the market. According to Martin (2009) the market-pull model has many 
fathers, all contributing slightly different aspects, but the core argument that innovations are 
driven by demand is always there.   

In view of the present global discussion about grand challenges as a driver for innovation the 
demand-pull model is definitely a force which needs to be taken into account when discussing 
excellence and risk-taking in research. But as the European Research Council also pointed out 
in its contribution to the Consultation on the Future EU 2020 Strategy (January 2010), 
tackling the “grand challenges” also requires a considerable science push. 

The picture that appears – and which meets wide agreement - is that of a mixture of science 
push and market pull. Innovation is an iterative process which responds to both supply and 
demand forces and builds on the long term contributions of basic science as well as on the 
shorter term market demand and market opportunities (Mowery and Rosenberg, 1979).  
 
Frontier research 

Excellence and risk-taking in research have to be defined in this context. And it is also this 
context which is reflected in the concept of “frontier research”13 as defined by a European 
expert group with this title (European Commission 2005):  

“… classical distinctions between ‘basic’ and ‘applied’ research have lost much of their relevance at a 
time when emerging areas of science and technology often embrace substantial elements of both. The 
report therefore adopts the term frontier research, rather than basic research, to reflect this new reality. 
Frontier research, because it is at the forefront of creating new knowledge, is an intrinsically risky 
endeavour that involves the pursuit of questions without regard for established disciplinary boundaries 
or national borders.” 
 

In the context of the recent evaluation of the Austrian research stimulation and financing 
system (published in May 2009), some authors have tried to develop this line of thinking 
                                                 
13 The NSF uses the concept of “transformative research” in a similar way: “The term `transformative research` 
is being used to describe a range of endeavors which promise extraordinary outcomes, such as: revolutionizing 
entire disciplines; creating entirely new fields; or disrupting accepted theories and perspectives -- in other words, 
those endeavors which have the potential to change the way we address challenges in science, engineering, and 
innovation.“ (www.nsf.gov/pubs/2007/in130/in130.pdf)  
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further by putting frontier research in the context of a “front runner strategy” and the related 
need to focus on the production of radical innovations (see Tichy 2010).  

“The most important element of a real front-runner strategy is the concentration of scarce resources on 
radical (’disruptive’) innovations, with a long time horizon, high risk and potentially high externalities.” 
(translated from German original).  

 

3.2 Lessons from the literature 
 
It is not a large body of literature which specifically addresses excellence and risk-taking in 
research in the perspective of frontier research as outlined in the previous paragraph. The 
more general literature on R&D performance as reviewed in a study on scale and scope 
effects only refers us back to what we want to achieve with the research:  

“The literature on measurement of R&D performance strongly suggests that no single, reliable, 
objective measure of project performance exists. Performance indicators needed to be linked to the 
specific goals of the project.” (Dinges, 2009, p. 52) 

First insights can however be collected from the very few earlier systematic efforts to identify 
high-risk/high-innovation programmes that were conducted by the NEST-Promise14 and 
NEST Crea projects. This analysis was based on a sample of programmes with a moderated 
self-assessment based on a survey.   

Five examples from these studies give some background of what is meant by riskiness of the 
projects performed in these programmes (Prendergast et al. 2008, p. 218): 

– France Agence Nationale de la Recherche (ANR) – BLANC: “aims to increase ambitious projects … 
which present original objectives and rupture well-marked out routes of research” 

– Spanish Ministry of Education – EXPLORA INGENIO 2010: “funding for research that has a very high 
chance of not being successful, but with a very high potential impact” 

– UK Wellcome Trust – SIR HENRY WELLCOME COMMEMORATIVE AWARDS FOR 
INNOVATIVE RESEARCH: “initiated in 1996 … it was perceived that traditional peer-review 
mechanisms tended to favour ‘safe science’ over novel and risky projects” 

– USA National Institutes of Health – NIH DIRECTOR’S PIONEER AWARD PROGRAMME: 
“research must be highly innovative, possibly high-risk … 500K p.a. for 5 years. Purpose is to change 
perception that NIH funds only ‘safe science’” 

– Hungary KPI Agency for Research Fund Management – JANOS IRINYI PROGRAMME ‘IDEA’: 
“widening the possibilities for exploitation of innovative ideas and developing transfer towards 
industrial partners.”  

From these citations it becomes clear that the concepts of excellence and risk-taking are very 
broad and have both qualitative and quantitative characteristics. They potentially can be 
applied on a highly differentiated set of underlying programmes and projects. As a 
consequence, a workable definition must take this diversity into account through a 
combination of bottom-up and top-down approaches.  
In addition, the quotes point to considerations which have to be made about the relevant level 
of analysis, as both excellence and risk-taking may appear on individual project and on more 
accumulated levels (e.g. single researchers, research organisations or groups of projects 
and/or programmes). In the following all three levels will have to be taken into account 
because they represent the key entities which are targeted by research funding.  
 
It also should be noted that most of the programmes or funding schemes studied in the context 
of the NEST Promise project are relatively small (often less than 1% of the total budget 
                                                 
14 The NEST Promise website gives an overview of so called HINGE (High Innovation/Gain/Expectation) 
programmes and projects defined as “seeking ‘paradigm-shifting’ results in specific fields (http://www.nest-
promise.net/hinge.html). 
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available for funding) and are mostly seen as explorative by the funding organisations. 
Evidence about the actual performance of the programmes in comparison with “regular” 
funding schemes is scarce. The NEST Promise analysis focused more on procedural issues 
than on outcomes (see Heinze, 2008). We were lacking the resources to do an extensive 
search for evaluations of the schemes which could have provided more insights. But one study 
clearly illustrated how having a special programme for “innovative research” – the Showcase 
programme of the Wellcome Trust – has indeed a recognised (by an independent panel) 
impact on the nature of the research projects. The Showcase projects are on average seen as 
more innovative than the regular projects. 
 
Figure 2: Wellcome Trust Showcase projects compared 

 
Source: Grant/Allen, 1999 
 
Risk-taking in research is usually understood in relation to the possibility that a project will be 
unsuccessful. Part of this understanding is clearly related to the notion of “excellence”, but a 
research project or even a programme which is considered to be excellent can still be 
unsuccessful in terms of potential commercial or social impact. The literature on the topic 
tells us again that the specific positions (researcher, research organisation or funding 
organisation), their goals and conditions are important.  

Another piece of research bringing relevant findings together has been presented by 
Armbruster (2009). He partly builds his arguments on findings of Hollingsworth (well 
referenced in his paper), which leads to the following table describing the factors which may 
foster or impede breakthrough research15. 

Table 4: Simplified contrast of factors fostering or impeding scientific breakthroughs 

Factors fostering breakthroughs Factors impeding breakthroughs 
Organisational autonomy  
Scientific leadership  
Mission-oriented flexibility  
Personalised recruitment 
Intellectual diversity 
Communicative integration 
Cognitive complexity 

Strong institutional environment 
Departmental differentiation 
Bureaucratic coordination 
Filling positions 
Uniformity of intellect 
Compartmentalised communication 
Specialisation of the mind 

Source: Derived from research by J.R. Hollingsworth and E.J. Hollingsworth 
 

                                                 
15 Following ERAB we prefer in this report to use the term “frontier research”.  
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From the literature a few conclusions about determinants of frontier (risky) research can be 
derived: 
– Characteristics of organisation of research are relevant (Hollingworth 2006) – facilitating 

for the making of major discoveries are a moderately high scientific diversity, capacity to 
recruit scientists who internalise scientific diversity, communication and social interaction 
among scientists from different fields through frequent and intense interaction, leaders 
who integrate scientific diversity and have the capacity to understand the direction in 
which scientific research is moving, and flexibility and autonomy associated with loose 
coupling with the institutional environment. 

– Institutional factors favouring creative research are freedom to define and pursue 
individual scientific interests, facilitate group leadership, small group size, organisational 
context that includes complementary variety of scientific skills and instrumentation, 
organisational arrangements that support unplanned multidisciplinary contact, the 
presence of a guiding research vision and scientific reputation (Heinze et al 2008). 

– These determinants in most cases cannot be controlled by funding organisations, except 
when they are somehow incorporated in the selection mechanism of the represented 
programmes. 

– Overall funding situation for scientists - “This study has shown that the current funding 
conditions under which all research is conducted in the form of competitively funded 
projects, promote low-risk, mainstream, ‘cheap’, applied, inflexible research.” (Laudel 
2006, p. 502). But it is not the funding system in itself that produces these effects, but a 
situation in which scientists completely depend on external evaluations. Consequently risk 
avoiding behaviour is stimulated.  

– Selection criteria in programmes and competitiveness of funding (Laudel 2006) – There is 
a lot of confirmation about risk-averse perception of peer-reviewed grant distribution (for 
DFG Neidhardt 1988, Nature 2002; for Canada Berezin 1998; for UK Horrobin 1996, 
Travis and Collings 1991). As long as track records are important elements in selection 
and peer review is the prioritizing principle, risky research may be reduced: “While 
funding agencies want visionary research that is risky and ‘off the beaten track’, they will 
not take risks themselves” (Prendergast et al 2008). 

– Labour environment of researchers, the “career” (Nowotny et al. 2003) – as long as 
publications are the relevant benchmark of success, less risky projects are preferred. This 
holds for both the young researcher taking a career risk, and the established researcher 
because of being assessed permanently along these lines. 

– Programme criteria (Heinze 2008) – funding duration (short vs. long – the shorter the 
funding, the less risks may be taken); funding type (grants for individuals, project funding 
or institutional funding); target group (elite researcher vs. ‘normal’ scientist); targeted 
research field (single-field vs. multiple fields), selection criteria (originality, riskiness, 
track record). 

 
Another attempt to come to terms with high-risk/high-reward research was made in a 
workshop organised by the VW Stiftung. They organised a workshop with the goal to collect 
information on how best to support this category of projects.16 Unpublished key findings were 
                                                 
16 The VW Stiftung (22/23 October 2009, interview information) reviewed the following “funding schemes“: 
- Wellcome Trust ("ShowCases") 
- NIH ("Directors pioneer award ...") 
- Michael J. Fox Foundation (specifically supports Parkinson research - "Rapid Response Reward") 
- Royal Society ("Blue-sky Award") 
- Gates Foundation ("Grand Challenges Exploration") 
- UK EPSRC ("Idea Factory") 
- NSF ("EAGER") 
- Mc Arthur Fellows ("exceptional creativity - grants for students") 
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the fact that under the present general funding conditions for research special schemes for 
high-risk/high-reward research can make a difference and that both the fostering of this type 
of research among researchers and in research organisations and the management of risk by 
the funding organisation require intensive interactions and learning17. 
  
This short summary makes clear that the factors which determine risk taking behaviour are a 
characteristic of specific programmes and/or funding schemes, but also depend strongly on 
the more general circumstances under which research activities are undertaken (the “culture 
of research”). 
 

3.3  Operationalising frontier research 
 
In an effort to summarise all goals which have to be taken into account when talking about 
excellent and risk-taking frontier research in one single framework, the following table was 
designed. It gives the key elements in terms of goals that need to be achieved, a description of 
these goals and the directions in which we would have to look for further operationalisation. 
We have to be aware that these determinants are not entirely mutually exclusive (e.g. there 
may be a strong relationship between connectedness and impact) and that for each specific 
programme or funding scheme the relative weight of the elements may differ.   
 
Table 5: Key elements of the broad concept of frontier research 
 
Goal Description Operationalisation 
World class excellence Belonging to recognised top of 

research (groups) in the specific 
research field in the world  

Seen from comparative perspective, 
as judged by peers and (potential) 
users of research results  

Uncertain but potentially high 
impact outcomes 

The potential to build new research 
trajectories, opening up the road to 
new applications or to disrupt 
accepted research trajectories 

Made operational with an options 
approach in a peers and stakeholder 
panel 

Sufficient mass and scope Increasing complexity and 
multidisciplinarity translates in 
scale/mass requirements 

Embedded in larger research 
organisation and/or networks; 
compare with recognised top 
groups in the field 

External connectedness An environment which is 
conducive to a diversity of research 
inputs and to fostering research 
results and nurture their potential 
usage 

Commercial and/or social 
environment quality (clusters 
and/or innovation networks) to be 
established by peers and 
stakeholders 

Impact on business and society 
(demand orientation)  

Longer term perspectives for 
business/market development 
and/or solving societal problems 

Recognised in foresights and 
roadmaps; track record 

 
This broad “definition” of frontier research points to a few elements such as connectedness 
and scope which are usually only very implicitly (if at all) taken up in peer review processes. 
Work needs to be done to develop this approach further. Among other approaches this may be 

                                                 
17 In the interview the following points were mentioned: 
(1) high-risk projects are difficult to define 
(2) acquisition and identification of high-risk projects is not an easy process 
(3) a program supporting high-risk projects may need radical new approaches in personal contacts to scientific 
community (trust!), application procedures and reviewing, monitoring and evaluation 
(4) it needs a "risk-taking" approach from the side of the funding agency 
(5) different fields of science may require different approaches 
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done by combining lessons and procedures from academic research, applied research and the 
industrial research environment. 
 
The following chapter will address the question how the determining elements of frontier 
research relate to the processes of research funding. 
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4. Funding models for frontier research 
 

4.1 Introduction 
 
This chapter deals with the relationship between frontier research and funding models in the 
perspective of strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats (SWOT). As we already have 
seen it is not a simple linear relationship, in particular not in view of the fact that in most 
cases the general characteristics of the research system are much more influential than the 
characteristics of a specific funding scheme.18 But this does not exclude the possibility to 
develop funding schemes in such a way that they address shortcomings of the general 
research system.19 In other words, in this chapter we will look for opportunities of funding 
schemes to reinforce drivers and/or create incentives for the development of frontier research 
and the possibilities of funding schemes to lower barriers for the development of frontier 
research. In the final paragraphs of this chapter we will outline the key elements of ideal-type 
funding models in the European context. 
 

4.2 Dealing with risk at the project selection stage 
 
EU funding for R&D is almost exclusively being distributed on the basis of open competition. 
The aim of these competitive funding schemes is to select the best proposals addressing the 
specific objectives of the funding scheme, while minimizing the risks of failure. Most, if not 
all research stakeholders welcome this principle as strength because in principle it exposes the 
research to the best available competition in Europe. 

There are basically three factors in the selection procedure that matter with regard to the 
ultimate risk profile of the funding scheme, namely: 

1. Ex ante problem identification and priority setting. Some calls for proposals are 
completely open (there are no predefined priorities, e.g. ERC) building broad 
opportunities for creative initiatives of researchers, but most other calls for proposals have 
predefined priorities. While the risk for the former is mainly to be seen from the 
researchers’ perspective on the probability of proposal acceptance, risk in the latter 
context is related to how ambitious we set our targets (do we want to develop a new 
engine that reduces CO2 emission with 50% or with 95 %?) and hence, how researchers 
are challenged  to aim for these targets. In recent years, Europe has invested heavily in ex 
ante problem identification and priority setting processes – e.g. the creation of European 
Technology Platforms (ETPs) under FP6. But also most other institutional innovations 

                                                 
18 Auranen and Nieminen (2010) even state that “… there are significant differences in the competitiveness of 
funding systems, but no straightforward connection between financial incentives and the efficiency of university 
systems exists. Our results provoke questions about whether financial incentives boost publication productivity, 
and whether policy-makers should place greater emphasis on other factors relevant to high productivity.” 
19 In a discussion about the politics of excellence in Germany Hornbostel et al. (2008, p. 5-6) make the following 
observation (translated from original German): “On the side of fears it should be recognised that the use of 
concepts like excellence, top-research, elite-universities and the manifold metaphors for visibility imply 
something which is more important than money, namely reputation. The Excellence Initiative gives an official 
label to what so far has been dealt with in fine-grained rankings, ratings and evaluations in a way which is more 
radical because it makes a clear distinction between first and second place or winners and losers. In doing this 
one of the goals of the Excellence Initiative, visibility – and the necessary reduction of complexity - has been 
reached, because the winners gain exposure … And with reputation scientists want to be rewarded …“. 
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(JTIs, KICs, etc.) have a strong component of ex ante problem identification and priority 
setting. The quality of the ex ante problem identification and priority setting process 
(usually presented in the form of a technology road map) most likely will become visible 
in the ultimate impact of the funding scheme. One of the criticisms and weaknesses of the 
ex ante problem identification and priority setting in the European context is that the focus 
on consensus building poses a threat to the changes for real “out of the box 
thinking”.challenges to be included in the final call document and that a lot of time lapses 
between the moment of problem identification and actual funding (the creation of JTIs 
may in theory help to reduce this problem).  

2. Selection criteria. While funding schemes may have different objectives (ranging from 
supporting basic to near-market research), the selection criteria used across the different 
funding schemes are largely the same, namely:  

(i) Relevance regarding the objective(s) of the call for proposals (sometimes treated as an 
eligibility criterion – proposals that clearly do not match the call are eliminated from the 
review process beforehand);  
(ii) The scientific/technological quality of the proposal;  
(iii) The quality of the research team / research consortium;  
(iv) The potential impact of the project; 
(v) The quality of the project implementation plan (this is in particular relevant for 
projects with multiple partners across different countries).  

To pass the selection, most funding schemes require that proposals score at least a 
minimum amount of points for all criteria together as well as for each criterion separately.  
What creates some differences is the application process, which may consist of several 
steps (see table 6). 

 
Table 6: Examples of selection criteria in a number of funding schemes 

 
 Project Outline / Expression of interest Full Project Proposal 
ERC  1. Scientific quality of the proposal 

2. Quality of the researcher / 
research team 
3. Quality of the research 
environment 

FP7 Energy 1. Scientific quality of the proposal 
2. Impact 
 

1. Scientific quality of the proposal 
2. Impact 
3. Quality of the implementation 
plan 

Artemis JU 1. Relevance in relation to the topic(s) of the 
work programme open in a given call and to 
the objectives of a call 
2. Relevance and contribution to the overall 
ARTEMIS targets 
3. Soundness of the concept 
4. Clarity and quality of the objectives and 
expected results 
5. Contribution, at the European and/or 
international level, to the expected impacts 
listed in the work-programme under the 
relevant sub-programme 
6. Degree of application innovation in the 
context of the sub-programmes addressed  
7. Expected market impact of the results for 
the industrial partners 
8. Quality of the consortium as a whole 

1. Relevance and contribution to the 
objectives of the Call 
2. R&D innovation and technical 
excellence 
3. S&T approach and work plan 
4. Market innovation and impact 
5. Quality of consortium and 
management 
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including complementarities, balance and 
involvement of SMEs. 

IMI JU 1. Scientific and/or technological excellence 
2. Partnership case 
3. Quality of the Applicant Consortium as a 
whole 
4. Quality and soundness of the work plan, 
including budget 

1. Scientific and/or technological 
excellence 
2. Excellence of the project 
implementation plan 
3. Consistency with Call Topic and 
stage 1 
4. Potential impact of project results 

EUREKA –
Eurostars 

 1. Basic assessment (partnership, 
partners, project plan) 
2. Technology and innovation 
3. Market and competitiveness  

 
3. Eligibility criteria. In addition to quality criteria (see above), a project proposal also has to 

comply with a set of eligibility criteria which ranges from the maximum length of the 
document, to the composition of the project consortium, to the legal and financial status of 
the project participants. These eligibility criteria are usually screened by the 
administrative staff of the funding scheme and not by the external reviewers (although 
there may occasionally be overlap). In particular the legal and financial status of the 
applicants is an important criterion in EU funding schemes in order to minimize financial 
risks. Another eligibility criterion is the presence of an adequate consortium agreement for 
projects with multiple partners (e.g. with a section on IPR issues).  As such these 
eligibility criteria have usually little to do with the content of the proposal, but some of 
them may help to increase the chance of a successful implementation of the project (or 
minimize the risk of failure).   

 
In most instances, the EU funding schemes only subsidize part of the costs. This means that 
others have to carry part of the costs (and thus risks) of the project as well. A major threat for 
risks taken by project applicants may lie in risk aversion of these other financers leading to 
less risky research projects. This is in particular an issue where industry has to co-finance a 
significant part of the costs.  One can imagine that some industries are more risk averse than 
others when it comes to investing in R&D. For example, there is a quite a bit of academic 
literature on the relationship between the structure of the industry (ranging from highly 
fragmented to monopolistic) and the likely level of private investment in R&D - both in a 
highly fragmented and in a monopolistic industry the incentive to invest in R&D is lower than 
in an oligopolistic industry. More generally, the European industry is often portrayed as being 
more risk averse than the US industry - lower levels of risk capital, fewer start-ups, different 
culture around bankruptcy (e.g. a bankruptcy history is ground for excluding companies from 
participating in EU-funded projects), etc. This risk aversion also has an impact on the overall 
preparedness to invest in R&D and innovation. Moreover, it also has an impact on the 
preparedness of industry to take up new technologies and to pioneer new markets.   
 
Risk aversion may also slip into the selection process by the incentive structures individual 
researchers are exposed to. In particular for young researchers it is important to get the 
necessary scientific publications on their name in order to qualify for more permanent 
research positions. This pressure to publish may lead to some degree of risk aversion – better 
a less ambitious project with pretty secure research results rather than a very ambitious project 
with very insecure research results (and hence less secure chances to publish).     
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From these arguments it becomes clear that the general characteristics of the research system 
have an important influence20 on the incentives to take risks. But it can also be concluded that 
the characteristics of the prioritisation and selection process determine incentives for frontier 
research efforts and taking the subsequent risk, which creates room for policy initiatives. 
 

4.3 Dealing with risk at the project implementation stage  
 
EU-funded R&D projects are closely monitored regarding the proper use of inputs as 
specified in the contract (progress reports, time sheets properly completed, proper application 
of tender procedures, etc.). It is relatively weak, however, when it comes to monitoring and 
evaluating the outputs and outcomes of R&D projects. In most instances it boils down to a 
self evaluation by the project.   
One of the basic ideas of the New Public Management (NPM) School is to let government 
focus more on outputs and outcomes, rather than on the use of inputs (the traditional 
bureaucratic preoccupation). Another NPM idea is the separation of policy from 
implementation, by outsourcing the latter to the private sector or specifically created semi-
public executing agencies. The recent creation of the European Research Council (ERC) and 
Joint Technology Initiatives (JTIs) is an example of this ‘agencification’ in the EU context.  
 
The wish that funding schemes are becoming less control-based and more trust-based is fully 
consistent with the NPM idea of focusing less on the use of inputs. But as was already 
indicated above, such a move - almost inevitably - needs to be complemented with a focus on 
generating outputs and outcomes in a trusted environment with realistic expectations. 
 

New Zealand has been one of the early pioneers implementing NPM ideas in government, including a 
separation of research policy, funding and implementation roles as well as a shift in focus from inputs to 
outputs and outcomes. While there are many merits to this model, it also has several shortcomings, such 
as financial instability at the implementation agency level, too much focus on short-term outputs at the 
expense of long-term outcomes, and a purchaser-provider relationship leading to high transaction costs 
(OECD 2007).  

 
Reducing the level of administrative control by the EU will reduce the administrative burden 
that projects have to carry (i.e. reducing the transaction costs) and may strengthen outcomes 
by creating the advantage of some greater flexibility in project implementation. On the 
negative side, however, there appears the weakness of a chance that the incidences of 
improper use of resources will increase somewhat.  
However, it is unlikely that a reduction of the administrative burden itself will lead to better 
research results as such (i.e. high-impact / high-risk R&D projects). But in as far as the ‘as 
excessive perceived’ administrative burden is holding the scientific community and industry 
back in submitting proposals, a reduction of the administrative burden may trigger better 
quality proposals.  
The connection between administrative burden and impact is generally seen as rather indirect. 
What may be a far more important factor is the success rate of applicants in obtaining 
funding. The threat of extremely competitive funding schemes (with success rates of 10% or 
less) lies in scaring potential applicants away, especially when they have access to alternative 
sources of funding (e.g. national schemes). In particular for projects with multiple participants 
in different countries, the project preparation costs can be quite significant. A two-stage 

                                                 
20 And they are much more influential than the characteristics of the funding scheme – see introduction of 
chapter 4. 
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selection procedure as used by many funding schemes around the world could definitely help 
to contain the high transaction costs that come with competitive funding schemes.     
 
Improving the monitoring and evaluation of R&D projects in terms of outputs and outcomes 
will lead to better research results, if these improvements are accompanied by learning 
options. Interesting in this context is that the Future Emerging Technologies (FET) funding 
scheme under FP7 Energy, which is specifically targeting frontier, high-risk projects in the 
energy sector, has introduced a mid-term external review of projects in order to decide 
whether to continue project funding or not. In this case, taking higher risks is linked to closer 
monitoring of outcomes.21 In regular (i.e., non-FET) FP7 Energy projects this mid-term 
decision to continue funding takes place mostly on the basis of administrative criteria (i.e. is 
the project implementation on schedule or not). 
Another way of safeguarding the scientific quality of project outputs and the related 
appropriate use of resources is by more systematically instituting the already quite common 
use of an independent scientific advisory committee within R&D projects and programmes. In 
particular in large projects this could be a useful addition.    
 
In addition to monitoring and evaluating individual projects, there is also a need to monitor 
and evaluate at the level of the research programmes. Tender procedures may not always 
result in a well-balanced portfolio of research projects. Ex ante priority setting definitely helps 
to steer the agenda, but some funding schemes also take the allocation of projects across the 
priority themes into consideration when deciding which projects to fund.     
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In addition to our findings about the relevance of dealing with risks in the selection stage, we 
also find important influences on frontier research efforts in the implementation stage.  

                                                 
21 Similarly the US ARPA – E also includes defined milestones with defined outputs for the monitoring process.   

Lessons from the VW Stiftung: 
The Volkswagen Stiftung (Volkswagen Foundation) is an independent, non-profit organization and has 
been funding research projects in all disciplines since 1962. The current annual budget is about 100 
mln. Euros. Within the framework of changing funding initiatives, the foundation provides impetus for 
the development of research and higher education. 

The Volkswagen Stiftung is and sees itself as a small player in the German research funding world. 
Partly therefore it has set itself a mission and a strategic orientation towards becoming a “driving force” 
for new upcoming themes (that is the guiding criteria for prioritisation). In view of this goal the 
Volkswagen Stiftung works as much top-down (it creates programmes) as bottom-up (within a very 
broad range of themes). Furthermore, the Volkswagen Stiftung works more “trust based” than “control-
based”. 

The element of project selection in case of “high-risk, high-reward” (high impact – e.g. paradigmatic 
change) is seen as a process. The usual peer-reviewing does not work to full satisfaction so instead a 
two-stage application approach is implemented. In the first stage short conceptual proposals (not more 
than 5 pages – a sketch) are collected and discussed by 10 peers from different scientific disciplines (no 
reports, just discussions!). The most successful outline-authors are then invited to present and discuss 
their proposal with this commission. Based on experience the Volkswagen Stiftung has concluded that 
the ex-ante selection of excellent and high-risk research requires interaction and needs to build on some 
kind of process which uses the “collective competences” of different research perspectives/disciplines.  

The Volkswagen Stiftung is also aware that new ways of generating high risk/high gain research need 
to be developed. Apart from the “collective competences” which stresses going beyond traditional 
boundaries, the high risk/high gain incentives built into the programmes could be stronger. Open calls 
are definitely not the best way to invite such research. More interaction with researchers and intended 
development of high risk/high gain programmes is deemed necessary. Reference is made to the example 
of programmes such as the UK EPSRC’s “Ideas Factory”. 
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4.4 More lessons from case-studies 
 
While the discussions so far indicated strength, weaknesses, opportunities and threats of 
funding schemes for frontier research seen from the perspective of research prioritisation, 
project selection and evaluation, we have searched for additional insights from case-studies 
supporting frontier research. 
 
The insights gained include some elements appearing in funding mechanism that can be 
related to “managing excellence and risk-taking”. Amongst our findings are arguments for 
structuring collaborations, organising decision making and implementing interactions between 
funding managers and researchers (“their clients”).   
 
An analysis of big US research and innovation programmes reveals that the collaboration 
between universities, industry and government (the so called Triple Helix) leads to better 
results than bilateral programs: 

“Even in the ATP case, an explicit bi-lateral government-industry programme with academics excluded 
from leadership roles, in its actual operation, some of the most successful projects in the healthcare 
information initiative involved universities as sub-contractors who played a more significant initiatory 
and operational role than indicated by their subordinate status in the project (Etzkowitz and Spivack, 
2001). Universities provided a neutral ground for centres to carry out the SEMATEC project, bringing 
company researchers together at federal government-subsidized facilities on campus, reprising some of 
the wartime OSRD model. Similarly the policy entrepreneurs at NSF and DARPA incentivized 
university researchers to participate in joint university-industry government R&D projects, promoted 
circulation around the Triple Helix spheres and collaboration among them. By providing a research-
based format to commercialize academic research, SBIR created a seamless web between university-
industry and government to move incipient technologies towards the marketplace.” (Etzkowitz/Ranga, 
2010, p. 137) 
 

Another organisational element supporting frontier research seen as research with 
paradigmatic influence may be found in specific peer panel structures, which allow 
recognition of new often interdisciplinary developments in science via panel discussions 
including discursive exchanges with proposers – which is definitely a strength of such an 
approach.  

 
ERC peer review panel structure 
The two-step review process of proposals consists of a first step of peer review followed by a selection 
panel discussion in the second step. The panel structure chosen reflects a forward-looking approach to 
science and research. The focus is on bottom-up top quality, leading edge, innovative research, as reflected 
in the term that describes the ERC’s remit: frontier research. The innovative structure of the panels signals 
openness to changes in paradigm and revolutionary rather than ordinary science. 

 
Other programmes supporting high-risk frontier research indicated the role and importance of 
substantial discretionary room for program managers. The strength of this approach is 
reflected in the power to guide project proposals and manage projects in a flexible way, 
detaching resources or deciding about project proceedings depending on performance or 
relevance.  This offers better opportunities for “explorative studies” without the threats 
associated with challenging peer reviews. While this approach implies the necessity of 
substantial knowledge and competences of the program managers it also point to its possible 
weaknesses: missing competences. In such cases they need to be compensated by for example 
additional referees and informal discussions. Overall, these arrangements allow quick and 
flexible reactions with lower administrative burdens and an increase in the chances for 
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frontier research proposals. As there may be a quite high risk of failing, limitation in project 
duration may help to overcome the threat of overinvestment. 
 

NSF – EAGER program  
To push the scientific frontier NSF was recommended to allocate about 3% of its funds towards grants that 
invest in novel, high-risk and exploratory research. In consequence the EAGER program was implemented 
to support this kind of transformative research. While NSF typically organises thematic calls for proposals 
within its programmes, this is not the case for EAGER. EAGER differs by giving an opportunity for 
permanent submission of proposals. In addition, program managers may also solicit interesting proposals 
which are to risky for regular funding mechanisms to EAGER. 
 
While the proposals follow standard proposal guidelines, only a short project description (5-8 pages) plus an 
explanation why it fits for EAGER funding has to be provided. Proposals are evaluated by program officers 
(only in occasional cases supported by peers) using the standard criteria of intellectual merit and broader 
impact of the proposed activity. This gives them considerable discretion. After a maximum of two years the 
research idea should have matured enough to pass the regular selection process.  
As a result the success rate is substantially higher than the overall success rate of NSF research grants.  
 
The specific characteristics of “transformative research” with its paradigmatic influence requires adapting 
the funding mechanism, especially in reviewing the proposals. It was seen necessary to encourage program 
managers to engage with the research community they fund and give them discretion in project selection.   

   
Another important instance of giving highly discretional room to program managers can be 
found where they have the powers to take really strategic decisions. They can relatively fast 
react to upcoming opportunities in the evolution of projects and programmes. Adaptations are 
less costly, as there is no organisational consensus to seek. The decision of the manager is 
sufficient. 
. 

ARPA – E 
 This initiative funds the development of transformational technologies for reducing America’s dependence 
on foreign energy imports. Interestingly the review process gives program managers extraordinary 
autonomy and resources to pursue high-risk technological pathways, quickly assemble research teams to 
“crash” on projects, and start and stop projects based on performance and relevance. Program directors have 
a final say which project to fund. Consequently this offers opportunities for strategic decision about locating 
R&D resources. 

 
South Korea Frontier Research 
The most outstanding feature of the program is that each project director is given full autonomy in managing 
the program. The project director is responsible for designing the details of the research projects, 
supervising sub-projects, and allocating the funds. 
The R&D Programs include following characteristics 

- independence in project management 
- evaluation of the project’s progress at each phase (3-4 years) on the basis of “visible, clear and 

quantitative” evidence 
- emphasis on international cooperation to utilize foreign R&D resources 
- independent operation of the program under the sole responsibility of the project director 
- utilisation of the web-based project management system 

 
The mentioned discretionary room is to be supplemented by the implementation of substantial 
interactions between program managers and researchers to acknowledge relevant scientific 
developments on program managers’ side as well as to confront researchers with needs from 
society. Cases illustrate this need for intensification of communication for frontier research 
(see i.e. cases of NSF, ARPA-E, VW Stiftung). 
 
These lessons from the mentioned cases provide some additional elements which point to 
solutions for funding mechanisms for frontier research. They be grouped around searching for 
effective managing solutions in dealing with high-risk, high impact research. They also show 
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that trust-based does not only mean “to trust researchers” but also to locate more power with 
program managers. Furthermore, the arguments for interactions between program managers 
and researchers imply a sound base for combining top-down with bottom-up orientations. 
Lastly, they also incorporate an argument for differentiation of funding mechanisms. 

  

4.5 European research and funding schemes as a portfolio 
 
The context for funding of research and development has changed considerably since the “big 
science” days when Vannevar Bush wrote his recommendations to the president of the US 
(1945). In a groundbreaking analysis Gibbons et al. (1994) argued that (as quoted in Nijkamp, 
2007):  

– knowledge is increasingly produced in the context of its applications, and there are greater expectations 
that support of research will directly lead to economic and social benefits for the nation providing the 
support; 

– there is an inescapable trend towards larger and more interdisciplinary teams working in more 
transdisciplinary research activities 

– there is a growing diversity of participating organisations to be found in today’s research teams (there 
can be a blurring of institutional boundaries) and these teams are becoming more transient – 
disappearing at the end of a particular project or programme; 

– there is a continuing trend towards greater international linkages within research teams. 

Against this background the European research landscape needs to be regarded as a complex 
portfolio of different types of research and research funding. And this portfolio as a whole has 
to support the fostering of more and better frontier research. 
 
For the purpose of our analysis we developed a simplified picture of the European research 
portfolio based in the first dimension on a distinction between three different types of research 
each requiring different governance mechanisms22: 
1. fundamental or blue-sky research, mainly driven by the internal dynamics of science in 
combination with the curiosity of the researchers (which may very well be driven by highly 
practical questions), 
2. strategic or challenge-driven research, mainly driven by large scale and often systemic 
problems as recognised in politics and society, 
3. applied or demand-driven research, mainly driven by the search for and development of 
solutions for recognised and relatively well defined problems. 

The consequence of the fact that knowledge is “increasingly produced in the context of its 
applications” (see quote from Gibbons above) is that these three types of research are more 
and more executed in close connection to each other or, in other words, they are converging 
(Leijten, 2007). This needs to be taken into account in our discussion about fostering frontier 
research, because it could mean that specific research questions move “up and down” between 
the different types of research and related governance structures. And this in turn puts high 
demands on the flexibility of political and managerial steering of the research.  

 
The second dimension of the European research portfolio is about what is actually funded. 
Again we see three very different funding targets: 

                                                 
22 We use the term “governance” here to refer to a complex set of interdependent mechanisms, which may 
include the management of the research organisation, the (self-)steering of individual researchers, the ways of 
priority setting and funding, etc. 
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1. institutions are being funded to perform research (basic, strategic and/or applied), 
sometimes historically grown, and more recently often on the basis of competitive bidding,23  
2. programmes and projects are being funded primarily on the basis of the quality of the 
proposals in relation to everything from a fully open call to a specified demand,24  
3. individual researchers or (small) groups can be funded (or awarded) on the basis of the 
quality of the work they perform, giving them a large amount of freedom to pursue their 
research goals.  

If we put these two dimensions in the framework of a 3-by-3 matrix the following overview 
of the research portfolio appears. 
 
Table 7: The research portfolio (with some examples) 
 

Funding of Institutions Programmes/projects Researchers 
Orientation    
Fundamental, Curiosity 
Supply driven  (CERN)  (FP FET)  (ERC) 

Strategic,  
Challenge driven  (EIT, ITER)  (FP Cooperation, JPIs) - 

Applied, Solutions 
Demand driven …. (JTIs, PPPs)  - 

 
Of course, there will be some vague boundaries between the different boxes in the portfolio, 
in particular along the vertical lines, but still Europe needs to have a vision on how best to 
distribute its resources across the portfolio and how to manage the different parts. 
 
Throughout this portfolio the dimensions which have been discussed earlier play a role: top-
down or bottom-up, supply-driven or demand-driven and control-based or trust-based. We 
interpreted the ERAB milestone in such a way that the target should be to direct this portfolio 
as a whole more in the direction of frontier research, in such a way that by 2030 50% of 
European Union research can be considered as “frontier”. 
 
Most of the discussions about research funding in Europe, in particular those about 
simplification and agencification, tend to focus on the programmes/projects boxes. But the 
ERC has also moved European Framework Programme research funding to the level of 
researchers. So far, institutional funding has not been widely discussed at the European 
level,25 but in the literature we find some indications which might make it worthwhile to think 
about European level institutional funding.  
 

“Well-endowed research institutes with a good intellectual and material facilities infrastructure and 
access to a large diversity of skills and multidisciplinary knowledge provide numerous internal and 
external opportunities for stimulation, collaboration, the acquisition of new knowledge and research 
techniques, or access to instrumentation. Interactions within and across such organizational contexts are 
particularly fruitful when groups work in related and complementary fields of expertise and when 
research institutes have the requisite variety of skills and knowledge.  

                                                 
23 See for instance the Agence Nationale de Recherche (ANR) call in the context of “Investissements d’Avenir” 
and similar schemes in many other countries. The direct allocation to institutions of ARPA-Energy funding in 
the US Recovery Plan was based on fairly limited competition. In Europe the multi-lateral research 
infrastructures funding as agreed in ESFRI could also be seen as institutional funding. 
24 It should be noted however that Europe has few or no possibilities to procure solutions (this is a Member 
States’ role), so has to focus on the support of research role. 
25 One exception is the Joint Research Centre (JRC), but this discussion has lost most of its relevance now that 
the JRC in its strategy 2010-2020 has confirmed a strategic move from being a more general research 
organisation to becoming a (scientific) policy support institution from the European Commission. The other 
much more recent exception is the European institute of Innovation and Technology.  
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……. When considering the institutional landscape that fosters creative research, it should be noted that 
a conspicuously favourable environment was found in a set of fundamental R&D labs in industry that, 
due to changes in market conditions and industry strategies, has been drastically reduced in size over the 
last decade. Many of the industrial labs mentioned by our interviewees no longer exist and some that do 
no longer allow the sort of work that resulted in the creative events that earned them the recognition 
reflected in our nomination process. This raises another sort of policy question that is not limited to 
lessons for R&D management and grant mechanisms aimed at stimulating individual choices by 
researchers. Rather, it points to the overall direction of the innovation system and whether this change 
in research arrangements will have an effect on its capacity to be as creative as it has been to date.” 
(Heinze/Shapira 2009) 

 
In other words, institutions and their overall characteristics and quality are potentially 
important drivers for frontier research. So far the establishment and sustainability of such 
research institutes has been seen as a responsibility of the Member States. In the table above 
we have mentioned a few important and large multilateral collaboration initiatives. So supra-
national institutional funding is part of the overall research portfolio. Maybe the Knowledge 
and Innovation Communities (KICs) of the European Institute of Innovation and Technology 
(EIT) should be considered as a next step toward more specific European level institutional 
funding with ambitions that fit the term frontier research. 
Based on this short discussion and the scarce evidence available we conclude that it is 
necessary in the very near future to have a better look at the overall European institutional 
funding framework.   
 

4.6  The impact of the European dimension 
 
One important dimension has not yet been discussed and this is the dimension of Europe’s 
role in relation to the Member States. If we are talking about the European research portfolio 
we are not talking about the limited part which is funded (and/or managed) by the European 
Commission, but about the European research system as a whole. This chapter could turn into 
a lengthy argument about different positions, roles and subsidiarity between the Member 
States and Europe. However we propose here to simply accept the European value added in 
the research system because it helps to raise standards to the higher European level.26 
Competition is no longer with the best national proposals, researchers or research groups, but 
with the best European proposals, researchers and research groups.  
The best example of this kind of European value added is the European Research Council. 
Researchers and their proposals are being exposed to European wide competition and this is 
generally seen as having a positive impact on the quality. Getting a proposal awarded is seen 
as a major achievement. And the fact that several national funding organisations accept a 
positive evaluation of an ERC-proposal as a green light for national funding (in case 
European funding is not available because of lack of resources) is widely applauded. In other 
words, the ERC awarded projects are setting a standard for national research funding. 
 
The interesting question now is whether a similar extended standard-raising impact can be 
achieved in the other parts of the European research portfolio. In that case we might expect 
that European research funding can create a driving force for a general move of research to 
“the frontier”. 

                                                 
26 One of the central conclusions of Edler and Kuhlmann (2005, p. 66) still seems to be valid: “Which role do 
national policy actors play ..? Do they shape, support, by-pass, block or just ignore ERA-related dynamics? Our 
short answer is: a bit of all. As a general tendency one can state: the more competitive, professionally managed 
and internationally oriented an organisation is, the more prone it seems to cope with ‘denationalisation’ and 
integration, understanding this as a basis for increased own competitiveness.” 
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It is not surprising that ERC awards have an impact which goes beyond the immediate 
funding schemes. The competition “rules of the game” for submitting and selection are simple 
and transparent with their clear focus on scientific excellence and can relatively easy be 
transferred to similar funding schemes at different levels of territorial organisation. Other 
research funding schemes in the Framework Programme are of a more complex nature. In the 
first place they often try to foster a number of different goals in one scheme (e.g. cooperation, 
targeting specific technologies for industry support, fostering solutions of identified – 
transnational - problems, etc.). This is mostly expressed in more complex eligibility and 
selection criteria as were already discussed above. In the second place the election process is 
less transparent, partly because of this larger goal-complexity, but also because of the larger 
number of stakeholders which are or need to be involved in the selection processes. 
Simple, transparent and “transportable” rules of the game are a necessity to set a European 
standard for frontier research.27   
 
This requirement may lead to a complex but necessary trade off for Europe: on the one hand 
the call for simplification implies a reduction of the number of different funding schemes and 
the rules attached to these schemes, but on the other hand new schemes may be necessary to 
compensate for a potential loss of attention because fields of research which are politically or 
otherwise seen as relevant are not (yet) strong enough to face competition with other fields. 
This could be the case when a specific action is considered to be necessary to build more and 
better competences in the field of, for example, cultural heritage or more broadly to enhance 
the research capabilities in new Member States in such a way that they become more broadly 
competitive.   
 

4.7  An ideal-type funding model for Europe 
 
Frontier research does not appear by itself, it needs to be “grown”, developed and fostered. 
The discussions above point to several elements which should be taken into consideration 
when shaping an “ideal-type” funding model for bringing European research to the frontier. 
But they all suppose a particular kind of challenging overall research environment and/or 
research culture which does not yet exist in Europe. It seems to be clear that programming and 
selection together with the “style of management” are major issues if we want to foster “high-
risk / high-gain” projects. The conditions for implementing the project or programme need to 
be suitable for the kind of research done: monitoring based on trust and flexibility. Ex-post 
evaluation might be less of a problem because almost by definition these projects have highly 
explicit ambitions, which make it relatively easy to assess the results.  
Key characteristics of an environment which fosters frontier research would be: competition, 
trust and longer term orientation, together with a general move toward broader impact 
thinking (outcome orientation)28. 

In this context an ideal-type funding model can be outlined: 

- it requires interaction between and with researchers (and other stakeholders) in the 
programming stage as well as in the implementation stage, 

- it requires a fully transparent selection process based on a consistent set of 
competitive criteria in each specific scheme (don’t let different goals compete with 
each other),  

                                                 
27 The use of the words transportable or transferable implies that the same rules and criteria apply evenly across 
Europe.   
28 The use of simple indicators (like publications and citations) is not good enough, because it invites 
opportunistic behaviour and leads to inward orientations. 
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- it requires flexibility of the funding scheme (e.g. in application procedure, 
provisions for testing ideas, highly knowledgeable monitoring, possibilities to 
adapt plans on basis of progress and lessons learned),  

- fostering frontier research requires speeding up procedures, minimising the 
administrative burden and an overall shift of the focus from inputs to the content of 
outcomes and impacts; 

 
Several elements of the ideal type are not very well compatible with the political and policy 
making environment in Europe. Political consensus mechanisms may have difficulties in 
dealing with disruptive research plans, political powers may enter into selection procedures, 
content-related criteria change too easily with changing political priorities, bureaucratic 
control has difficulties in handling with flexibility, etc.   
Therefore there is wide agreement that fostering European-level frontier research also requires 
programme development, selection and implementation of projects at arm’s length of 
Commission and Member States influence.  
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5. The agencies question 
 

5.1 Introduction 
 
ERAB makes a clear statement about an “ERA of agencies” in its first annual report: 

„A new governance model for arm’s-lengtharm’s-length agencies to deliver research and innovation in 
Europe is essential for our global position. This ‘ERA of agencies’ will reorient EU research funding 
into specialized, goal-oriented and excellence-based bodies, but will only deliver excellence provided 
these agencies are not strangled by a one-size-fits-all central bureaucracy.” (p.26) 

 
This statement meets wide agreement. But we have also demonstrated that it is not the full 
solution to achieve ERAB’s ambitions. Given the characteristics of frontier research an “ERA 
of agencies” may however prove to be an important facilitator. It builds on the widely used 
practices in many countries around the world. Governments recognise that they are not in the 
best position and do not have the necessary capabilities to define, monitor and evaluate large 
and ambitious research programmes. In theory “the agencies question” could be seen as 
relatively detached from the question of “how best to achieve frontier research” but practices 
all around the world have learned that reaching ambitious goals in the field of research can be 
better achieved with the help of independent agencies. The most often-presented reason for 
this is the fact that ambitious goals need a longer term stable approach which can be 
implemented relatively independent for the fluctuations of day-to-day politics. Other reasons 
are connected to the fact that challenging research organisations and researchers requires an 
entrepreneurial attitude with regard to the content of the research. At the European level the 
main argument for the start of the process of “agencification” has mostly been expressed 
somewhat different: the Commission should be able to focus on its core role as policy making 
body. But even with this rather modest approach the Commission has built quite some 
experience with establishing agencies in the field of research.  
 
At European level and more specific in the context of this study three kinds of bodies are 
relevant: 

– Community agencies 
– Executive agencies 
– Joint Undertakings 

 
The first community agencies were already established in the Seventies to execute specific 
tasks. In the Nineties and the beginning of this century more agencies were established. Their 
establishment and basic regulations require a decision of the Heads of State and Government. 
Although basic structures and ways of operating are similar they can be very different in size, 
purpose and composition of the managing bodies. The agencies are subject to the external 
control of the European Court of Auditors. Most of them are financed from a Community 
subsidy set aside for the purpose in the general budget of the European Union. However, 
some agencies are partially or entirely self-financed (e.g. the European Aviation Safety 
Agency) because they charge fees to their clients. Although there are several community 
agencies that execute a research programme to fulfil their tasks, there is no specific agency 
with the prime task to implement a research programme. 

Executive agencies have a more limited mandate. They are established by the Commission 
(Council Regulation (EC) No 58/2003 (OJ L 11, 16.1.2003)) with a view to being entrusted 
with certain tasks relating to the management of one or more Community programmes. These 
agencies are set up for a fixed period. Their location has to be at the seat of the European 
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Commission (Brussels or Luxembourg). The Commission has the right to assess whether and 
to what extent it is appropriate to entrust management tasks relating to one or more specific 
Community programmes to an executive agency. But the Commission also remains 
responsible: it must therefore be able closely to circumscribe the action of each executive 
agency and maintain real control over its operation, and in particular its governing bodies. In 
the research domain the Commission has only a few years ago established the Research 
Executive Agency (REA) and the European Research Council Executive Agency (ERCEA). 
To these agencies the Commission has outsourced the management of parts of the 
administrative and financial implementation of the framework programme.  

The Joint Technology Initiatives (JTIs) and more specific the ones that have officially become 
Joint Undertakings are of a different nature because they are public-private partnerships 
(PPPs) in the field of research at the European level.29 JTIs were established on the basis of 
Article 171 of the EC Treaty.30 This allows the Community to set up Joint Undertakings for 
the "efficient execution of Community research, technological development and 
demonstration programmes". Article 172 of the Treaty specifies that Joint Undertakings can 
be decided by the Council after consulting the European Parliament and the Economic and 
Social Committee. JTIs are set up on the basis of a Council Regulation following a proposal 
from the Commission. They focus on key areas in Europe’s research and development where 
traditional instruments of the Framework Programme are not sufficient in terms of sharing 
precompetitive knowledge and achieving critical mass, scale and scope. JTIs can bring 
together EU, national and private sector resources, know-how and research capabilities for a 
period of many years. JTIs define a common vision and implement a common Research 
Agenda through a detailed work programme, while respecting the Framework programme 
principles of competition and excellence. Their present activities are co-funded under the 7th 
Framework Programme. There are five JTIs of which three have become independent Joint 
Undertakings and under the European Economic Recovery Plan a few new PPPs have been 
proposed in 2009. 

From the ERAB statement about an “ERA of agencies” and more specifically the wording 
“specialised, goal-oriented and excellence-based bodies” it is clear that ERAB is not talking 
about executive agencies to which the Commission outsources part of the (financial) 
administration and management of its programmes. The much more independent Community 
agencies and in cases where multiple funding sources are important the “Joint Undertakings” 
as PPPs seem to come a lot closer.  
 

5.2 Why do we need agencies? 
 
Public research funding in most Member States of the European Union and in many other 
countries around the world, including the US and Japan, is usually governed along the lines of  
political responsibility for the overall strategy and framework conditions and implementation 
of this in independent agencies. Based on an accumulation of knowledge and experience in 
the agencies over longer time periods and a decrease in this respect in the responsible 
ministries due to New Public Management philosophies and practices the agencies have 
gained considerable powers. The outcome in many countries is a process whereby the 
agencies, within their given mission, have to define a strategy or a more or less detailed work 

                                                 
29 See extensive description and analysis in JTI Sherpa’s Group, 2010. So far three out of five JTIs have become 
Joint Undertakings (Innovative Medicines, Clean Sky and ARTEMIS). The main difference is that JTIs are 
basically a funding scheme under the Framework Programme and Joint Undertakings are independent legal 
entities. 
30 It should be noted that the numbering of Treaty paragraphs has somewhat changed in the meantime. 
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plan for a certain period of time, the responsible ministries and political bodies, after 
commenting and possible adaptations, confirm the strategy and then make the agencies 
accountable for implementation of the strategy.     
 
But in the field of research policy a differentiation between policy making and 
implementation must no longer merely be seen as a case of administrative efficiency and 
effectiveness. In the changing context of a globally interdependent and networked economy 
and society Europe has moved toward defining major societal challenges as driving forces for 
future economic and social development. This leads to necessary changes in the politics and 
governance of science and research. 

Traditionally public support of science is justified by three instrumental rationales (Sarewitz 
et al. 2004): 
– Scientific advance is necessary to create new wealth, 
– Scientific advance is necessary to solve particular societal problems, 
– Scientific advance provides the information necessary for making effective decisions. 

Apart from the fact that science is not without problems to deliver on these rationales, the 
definition of “grand challenges” also leads to a reinforcement of the reverse line of 
questioning: what is the research portfolio we need facing these challenges?  

And here is a key role for politics: formulate a demand as clear and as challenging as possible 
to the world of science and research in such a way that the research portfolio can be 
optimised, in particular the parts which require some form of top-down management. Of 
course, to be able to formulate the demand requires considerable insights in the supply of 
science; in what the research might be able to deliver.  

The governance of science and research and the related agency discussion has to be seen 
against this broad background: 

– Priority setting needs to be strengthened: politics needs to set strong guidelines and take 
responsibility for formulating demand and the related structure of the overall research 
portfolio, 

– For this research policy making needs to be well and independently informed, it needs to 
interact with the world of science and research, 

– Institutions for science and research will orient themselves towards well informed 
demand, because this defines where impact can and should be made. 

Next to a strengthening of policy making this would also suggest a much stronger role for 
independent agencies than the current executive agencies at EU level can fulfil. In the 
discussion about “arm’s-length agencies” two arguments come together: the first is the need 
to create the best mechanisms with which policy making can really concentrate on defining 
the (research) challenges and the second is the need to manage research in such a way that 
“cutting edge” frontier research is being fostered. 

 

5.3 Practices 
 
One of the findings of our brief comparative analysis of research funding schemes around the 
world and our knowledge of several Member States systems is that agencies or very similar 
organisational forms are common instruments to organize programming and funding of 
research. Most research agencies are responsible for their own strategic development, within 
the usually fairly broad boundaries set by their owner, main shareholder or legal mission. This 
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has generally contributed to a growth of proactive behaviour of the agencies and to a growing 
outcome or impact orientation which is consistent with the wish that these organisations 
become more entrepreneurial. 
A common model is that the agencies present a strategy to the responsible ministry (or 
ministries) at regular intervals. In the Netherlands, for example, the usual strategy period is 
four years, both for the main scientific research funding organisation NWO as well as for the 
technological institutes with a public mission like TNO. In Finland TEKES is the main 
applied research and innovation agency. It has a revolving process of strategy development, 
with annual updates and major revisions every three to five years. The main point for our 
discussion here is that these agencies are accountable for the implementation of the strategy. 
In Germany the responsible ministry BMBF uses a system of so called “Projektträger” in 
which the implementation of targeted research programmes for the duration of a programme 
is outsourced to a specific (research) organisation which is very close to the particular field of 
research.  
   
In this model politics really can and has to focus on the headlines of the strategy, such as the 
key research priority areas for the year(s) ahead. The management of the agency has – within 
the boundaries given by its establishment – the freedom to decide upon specific programmes 
and distribution of resources it sees necessary to realise the strategy.  
 
In theory this model is easily transposable to the European level. As has been said before, the 
executive agencies are a first step to more managerial independence at the European 
programme level. The PPPs or Joint Undertakings are by definition relatively independent 
because of the private sector involvement.  
During our interviews and case studies we have met a lot of criticism about the complexity 
and inflexibilities caused by applying European Union and/or Commission administrative and 
financial regulations. This is a concern not only in the executive agencies, but also in the more 
independent Community agencies and Joint Undertakings. And the concern is also not  
specific to European initiatives, because also NSF is known for its administrative 
peculiarities.  
 
But at the same time there seem to be no fundamental reasons why this complexity cannot be 
solved. The two-step approach which has been adopted in the case of the EIT might point in 
the direction of one possible solution: the creation of conditions which, on the one hand, 
enable politics to concentrate on the strategic headlines and, on the other hand, allow the 
agency management to focus on an entrepreneurial approach. The EIT itself is a Community 
body and subject to the rules and regulations for such bodies, but the EITs Knowledge and 
Innovation Communities (KICs) through which EIT will implement its mission and strategy 
are not. The KICs are legal entities set up by a consortium. The have a lot of managerial 
discretion and are mainly accountable to the EIT on outcomes and impact.   
 

5.4 Conclusion 
 
In conclusion there are good reasons for further agencification of the European research 
system. A key issue for Europe would be the role agencies play in the process of strategy 
building. The present system has too many instances which lead to relatively careful and 
consensus-based strategies, which are not the best to achieve “cutting edge” frontier results. 
Establishing agencies with ambitious missions and holding them accountable for these 
missions creates a driving force which may help to overcome the present barriers (including 
maybe the barriers caused by the present administrative burdens). A quick start – with as a 
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prime goal to contribute to the further development of a European standard for frontier 
research – could be made by establishing an agency for a programme of targeted frontier 
research (including the FET-initiatives in FP7), which complements the researcher-driven 
ERC programmes.  
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6. Conclusions/recommendations 
 
To work towards the ERAB milestone stating that 50% of European research will be regarded 
as frontier research in 2030, it is necessary that Europe adopts a more venturing approach to 
its overall research portfolio. In the present system there are too many incentives for risk-
averse behaviour and too few for high-risk / high gain research endeavours. Part of the overall 
portfolio management should be directed towards easing the flow of knowledge and people 
between different “boxes” of the portfolio. 

1. The overall European research portfolio is not well balanced, with the large majority of 
funding in the “programmatic” boxes (see table 8). Good historical reasons for this 
distribution have lost considerable part of their validity (e.g. major progress has been 
made with regards to the “cooperation” goals between researchers and between 
researchers and stakeholders). Trust based direct researchers awards (example: ERC) and 
institutional funding (example: EIT) should become essential and larger parts of the 
European research portfolio, on the one hand because the are seen as essential conditions 
for generating frontier research and on the other hand because they contribute to setting 
higher standards for the large majority of research funding in Europe which falls under the 
responsibility of the Member States.  

2. Thematic programmes need stronger (scientific) management, with responsibility and 
accountability in view of the challenges which the programmes want to address. This is 
especially important because Europe wants to tackle thematic challenges not only from 
the viewpoint of their societal relevance but also as a way to generate new growth 
opportunities. The management of the thematic programs needs to be strengthened from a 
content point of view. Successful frontier research as was encountered in the US, South 
Korea or specific breakthrough programs in Europe requires knowledgeable and 
entrepreneurial management with an orientation towards impact. The programme 
managers need explicitly be made responsible for signalling risky or breakthrough science 
and they must have freedom to act on this. 

3. The general research environment and the programming (setting priorities, formulating the 
challenge) and selection (the criteria) phase are more important to achieve frontier 
research than the actual funding arrangements. Because of the incentive structures high-
risk / high-gain research does not emerge from the academic world without creating 
special pull factors. Ring-fenced programs that specifically invite breakthrough research 
are seen as successful mechanisms, but programming and monitoring of such research in 
close interaction with the researchers proves even better. From that perspective more 
attention should be paid at the European level to develop challenging programmes which 
go beyond the immediate and well-defined interests of stakeholders (e.g. industry trying to 
get part of its research investments subsidized or researchers seeking good publication 
opportunities).  

4. One of the ways to do this is to systematically foster the special line for frontier science or 
Future and Emerging Technologies (as it is now called in FP7) in all themes of the 
Framework programme. A similar line could be developed within the PPPs, making them 
more explorative and open to new developments. The management of such a research line 
will require ring-fencing and involvement of longer term oriented visionary researchers in 
the programming and monitoring phase. 

5. With the general loss of longer term and blue sky orientations in industrial laboratories it 
is to be advised to systematically program and monitor thematic research in a Triple Helix 
setting, whereby each of the participating stakeholder parties has a different role: 
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government with regard to the societal challenges, industry with regard to business 
opportunities and scientists with regard to longer term research opportunities. It is worth 
while to also consider the possibility to include citizens or laymen in the process (as has 
been done by NSF and TEKES).  

6. Flexibility, speed, and increased dynamics in the research portfolio as a whole (e.g. 
moving from one box to another with a project) require simplification as a boundary 
condition.  

7. In general independent agencies (as a generic word for any organisation to which tasks are 
outsourced) which are accountable to politics on the basis of a clear and publicly 
discussed strategy are best positioned for the implementation of frontier research funding 
schemes.  

 
 
With its limited resources this study has been of an explorative nature. Literature review, 
interviews and comparative case-analyses lead to conclusions which point clearly to issues 
and directions which after a first analysis seem promising and need to be further explored. 
Key elements for future elaboration are: 
4. further development of a coherent vision and approach toward the overall European 

research portfolio, 
5. managing for challenging frontier research programmes and a venturing researchers’ 

environment,  
6. implementation by outcome-oriented mission driven agencies accountable for a well-

defined and politically agreed set of strategic goals.   
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Annexes 
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Annex 1: Template/checklist for the case studies 
 
Although most of the talks and interviews for the case studies were open and explorative the 
following checklist was used to gather information: 
 
1. Section which describes the actual funding model  

Position of the funding model in the R&D funding landscape, including the goals  
– goals (addressed market or system failure – political interest) 
– volume of funds – (from small to large),  
– time-horizon of funding (more/less than three years, short vs. long-term) 
– addressees – (institutions/multiple/collaborative/network/consortia or 

individual/single/competitive),  
– type and characteristic of funded research activity – (from basic research to innovation) – 

(multiple/generic research fields vs. single/thematic research field) 
Process of funding: by which institutional arrangement are the funds located 
Structure of funding decision – kind of institutional arrangement, from centralised to 
decentralised (who makes the decisions/how are the decisions about the allocation of funds 
made) 
Who/How to apply for funding – from initiation to reporting 
What are the dimensions and indications for selection of funding (awards, publications, 
collaboration structure, ….) 
Self-assessment (described in published documents) of successful outcome – selection 
principles/key determinants 
Success in terms of excellence (what target has highest priority and to what extent are 
represented by indications) 
Success in terms of risk-taking (what kinds of risks are involved and to what extent they are 
included in funding decisions) 
 
2. Section presenting results on internal and external factors  

Characteristics of internal factors 
– How is the volume of funding interpreted 
– How feasible is the time-horizon of funding 
– What’s about the targeted addressees and research fields  
– Process of selection and monitoring of projects (including reporting and usage of 

different kinds of indicators – selection criteria/peers etc.) 
– Management of funding (“trust-based” or “controlled-based”) and administrative costs 

(efficient) 
– Evaluation of results – learning for selection (effectiveness increased from past 

experiences) 
 
Characteristics of environmental situation/external factors 

– Overall funding situation for scientists (to which extend are scientists/researchers 
depending on external funding) 

– Competitiveness between funding opportunities 
– Labour/Career environment of involved scientists/researchers/stakeholders (to which 

extend are risky projects dangerous for careers) 
– Characteristics of research organisations (to which extend do the applicants belong to 

organisations or work within organisations facilitating ground-breaking or excellent 
research) 
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3. Section presenting information on shape and characteristics of research (excellence, risk-

taking) and information on impacts on behaviour (individuals, institutions, networks) 

Excellence dimension 
– Understanding of excellence 
– Indications – measurability (qualitative, quantitative) 
– Steering opportunities and abilities of influence on excellence (to which degree can 

the funding organisation act on guaranteeing excellence) 
 
Risk-taking dimension 

– Understanding of risks (what risks are seen) 
– Indications – measurability (qualitative, quantitative) 
– Steering opportunities and abilities of influence on risk-taking (to which degree and 

how can the funding organisation act on guaranteeing risk-taking) 
 
Behavioural changes 

– What can be observed at individual level  
– What can be observed at institutional level (what role for institutions – stability?) 
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Annex 2: Case-studies overview 
 
Name: European Research Council   
1. Description 
 
 

Objective: Stimulate investigator-initiated frontier research across all fields of 
research, on the basis of excellence. 
Targeted research area(s): All sciences, including cross-disciplinary. 
Targeted research actor(s): Individual research teams based in the EU or 
associated countries (unlike most other EU funding schemes there is no need 
for cross-country collaboration and multiple partners)   
Type of funding provided: Competitive funding. Two different funding 
windows: (a) Starting grants for young researchers (2-9 years after completion 
of PhD – time span changing on annual basis); and (b) Advanced grants for 
researchers with 10 years of experience or more.  Eligible costs reimbursed for 
100% plus 20% overhead. Maximum budget: € 2 million for starting grants 
and € 3.5 million for advanced grants. Maximum length project: 5 years. 
Volume of funding: € 7.5 billion during FP7 (2007-2013) 
Brief history: ERC (Scientific Council) members were selected in 2005. 
Officially the ERC was established in February 2007 organising its first call 
for proposals in 2007. The Executive Agency of ERC gained administrative 
autonomy in July 2009.   
Context: The Ideas Programme, which is implemented by ERC, is one of the 
four principal programmes of FP7. The other FP7 programmes are 
Cooperation, People and Capacities. The Cooperation Programme, which 
stimulates cross-country R&D cooperation, is with a budget € 32.4 billion a far 
larger competitive funding window for R&D than the Ideas Programme. The 
Ideas Programme aims to complement and not substitute for national funding 
for basic research. 

2. Ex-ante priority 
setting 

Description: Competition is completely bottom up. There is no ex-ante priority 
setting, except for the upfront allocation of budget across the three major 
scientific fields (life, physical and social sciences) and a set aside for cross-
panel or cross domain proposals.  

3. Tender procedure Review process: No pre-proposal selection mechanism. A single submission of 
the full proposal will be followed by a two-step evaluation. At step 1, Section 
1 of the proposal (consisting of scientific leadership potential, CV and 
extended synopsis for ERC Starting Grant and of scientific leadership profile, 
CV, 10-year-track-record and extended synopsis in case of ERC Advanced 
Grant) is assessed, and step 2 the complete version of the retained proposals 
will be assessed. The evaluation will be conducted by means of a structure of 
high level peer review panels. The panels may be assisted by referees.  
Evaluation criteria are (1) quality of research project and (2) Principal 
investigator. 
Critical eligibility criteria: (i) PI should be based in (or will be moving to) the 
EU or associated countries; (ii) PI should spend at least a minimum amount of 
time (50% starter grant, 30% advanced grant) on the project; (iii) Host institute 
has EU clearance regarding financial soundness (i.e., should not appear on an 
EU blacklist).    
Selection criteria: (1) Scientific quality of the proposal (including an 
assessment of the risk in relation to the potential impact); (2) Track record of 
the researcher; and (3) The quality of the research environment.  
Success rate applicants: Rather low for starting grants (10%<) and moderately 
low for advanced grants (10-20%) - with success rates are year dependent 

4. Project 
implementation 

Release of funding: Upfront pre-financing for a considerable part of the costs. 
The release of the subsequent budget trances is dependent on completion of 
project milestones. However, pre-financing and interim payment should not 
exceed 85% of the total budget. The remainder 15% of the budget (plus 
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Name: European Research Council   
adjustments) is only released after all project (reporting) obligations have been 
completed.   
Reporting obligations: Scientific reports as well as financial management 
reports, each with their own frequency and timing as specified in the contract.  
Flexibility to make changes to the project: Yes, but needs consultation. Project 
will follow principal investigator in case he or she relocates.  

5. Monitoring and 
evaluation 

Description: Regular scientific reporting by the PI  The scientific reports may 
be subject to review by a scientific review panel, which may also conduct on-
site visits. (Not clear whether all projects are reviewed or only a selection.) 
Regular financial reporting by the host institute. Standard EU rules apply.    

6. Determinants of 
excellence and risk 

Excellence: Degree to which the project pushes the scientific frontier 
successfully. 
The principal selection criterion is the scientific quality of the proposal. This 
criterion includes a certain weighting of risk against the impact of the project 
in terms of pushing the scientific frontier. 
The additional selection criterion is given by the track record of the PI.     

7. Lessons Highly competitive scheme that reviews full proposals only. Pre-proposals and 
full proposal by invitation applied in first call Starting Grant 2007 were 
changed to reduce over-description and to ensure reasonable time from 
submission to funding decision.  
In some countries having passed the ERC threshold, but not ending 
sufficiently high for funding, is sufficient to obtain national funding. This 
reflects high trust in the quality of the review process. 
High transaction costs because of cumbersome EU regulations, checks and 
administrative controls (e.g., monthly time sheets). ERC’s independent status 
does apparently not apply to administrative rules and regulations.   

8. References ERC website (http://erc.europa.eu/index.cfm)  
ERC Work Programme 2011 (2010) 
Commission Interim Working Document on the implementation of a funding 
mechanism for Basic Research (September 2004)  
Guide for ERC Peer Reviewers (Updated September 2009) 
ERC Guide for Applicants (July 2009)31 
ERC Grant Agreement Template (December 2009)  
ERC Grant Agreement Annex II (December 2009) 
Announcement ‘First ERC Grants’ (December 2007) 
Review ERC’s Structures and Mechanisms (July 2009) 

 
 

                                                 
31 As the ERC Guide for Applicants was replaced for Starting Grant 2011 call only recently (September 2010), it 
could not be included. 
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Name:  FP7 Cooperation Programme – Energy 
1. Description 
 
 

Objective: The objective of FP7 Energy is to aid the creation and 
establishment of technologies necessary to transform the current energy 
system into a more sustainable, competitive and secure one. It should also 
depend less on imported fuels and use a diverse mix of energy sources, in 
particular renewables, energy carriers and non-polluting sources. In addition, 
FP7 Energy aims at stimulating cross-border collaboration between research 
actors within the European Research Area and stimulating greater integration 
of research activities on this topic across the European Union.   
Targeted research area(s): FP7 Energy is targeting the following nine sub-
themes within the energy sector: (1) Hydrogen and fuel cells; (2) Renewable 
electricity generation; (3) Renewable fuel production; (4) Renewables for 
heating and cooling; (5) CO2 capture and storage technologies for zero 
emission power generation; (6) Clean Coal Technologies; (7) Smart energy 
networks; (8) Energy efficiency and savings; and (9) Knowledge for energy 
policy making. Within each sub-theme, specific calls for proposals are being 
organised. In addition, there is a call for proposals for Future Emerging 
Technologies (FET) which is an open call for proposals, without a predefined 
agenda. It aims to solicit frontier, high-risk research proposals.  
Targeted research actors: Industry (large and SMEs), research organisations, 
and universities in the EU or associated countries.  
Type of funding provided: Competitive funding for European collaborative 
projects. Most funding is channelled through calls for proposals targeting 
specific technological challenges and with clear objectives of what needs to be 
accomplished. Some 10-15% of the available funding, however, is channelled 
through the FET calls for proposals. In this case there is no predefined agenda, 
but projects proposals should be highly innovative and be of a frontier, high-
risk nature.  The following maximum reimbursement rates of eligible costs 
apply: (i) Research and technological development – 50% (industry) or 75% 
(universities); (ii) Demonstration activities – 50%; and (iii) Other activities 
(including management) – 100%. In addition to full costing of all indirect 
costs, applicants may opt for using a flat overhead rate to cover indirect costs. 
Collaborative projects are expected to last 2-5 years. However, there is no 
formal minimum or maximum duration. There is also no standard maximum 
budget per project, but calls for proposals usually set a maximum for the EU 
contribution.  
Volume of funding: € 2.35 billion during FP7 (2007-2013). This is for all four 
instruments (see context) together. The bulk of the funding, however, is going 
to collaborative research projects.  
Brief history: Research into non-nuclear energy has been an important research 
theme in the EU Framework Programmes for the past 20 years. While under 
FP5 and FP6, this was included under a broader programme dealing with 
sustainable development and environment, under FP7 non-nuclear energy has 
been raised to a stand-alone thematic programme.  The EU budget for non-
nuclear energy research developed as follows: € 1043 million for FP5 (1998-
2002), € 890 million for FP6 (2002-2006) and € 2350 million for FP7 (2007-
2013).   
Context: Energy is one of the 10 themes under the FP7 Cooperation 
Programme. The FP7 Cooperation Programme operates four instruments to 
stimulate trans-national cooperation, namely: (1) Competitive funding for 
collaborative research projects; (2) Competitive funding for coordination and 
support action projects in support of so-called ‘ERA-NET’ networks; (3) Joint 
Technology Initiatives (JTIs) to facilitate closer public-private collaboration 
(There is one JTI dealing with energy, namely ‘Fuel Cells and Hydrogen’); 
and (4) European Technology Platforms (ETPs) to develop European strategic 
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research agendas. (There are some six or seven ETPs that deal with energy 
issues.)   Our focus here is on the first instrument. 

2. Ex-ante priority 
setting 

Description: Most of the competitive funding for collaborative R&D projects 
(with the exception of the FET calls for proposals) addresses a particular 
challenge. The identification and prioritisation of these research challenges has 
been strengthened substantially at the European level in recent years by the 
introduction of so-called European Technology Platforms (ETP) under FP6. 
ETPs bring together industry and the research community and play a lead role 
in formulating European strategic research agendas (SRAs) in specific 
technological fields. There are currently seven ETPs in the energy sector, 
namely: (a) Biofuels; (b) Hydrogen and Fuel Cells; (c) Photovoltaic; (d) 
Electricity Networks for the Future (Smartgrids); (e) Wind energy; (f) Zero 
Emission Fossil Fuel Power Plant; and (g) Renewable heating and cooling. 
The SRAs formulated by these ETPs have helped to formulate the FP7 energy 
research agenda. Moreover, one of the ETPs (Hydrogen and Fuel Cells) has 
obtained the status of Joint Technology Initiative (JTI), which operates at 
arm’s length of DG Research.  
Another major milestone has been the Strategic Energy Technology (SET) 
plan, published by (the Transport and Energy Directorate of) the European 
Commission in October 2009.  The SET plan is the EU's response to the 
challenge of accelerating the development of low carbon technologies, leading 
to their widespread market take-up. It sets out a vision of a Europe with world 
leadership in a diverse portfolio of clean, efficient and low-carbon energy 
technologies as a motor for prosperity and a key contributor to growth and 
jobs. It proposes joint strategic planning between national and European R&D 
funding agencies and a more effective implementation of programmes. The 
SET plan comprises Technology Roadmaps for the different energy 
technology fields for the period 2010-2020 as well as an estimate what 
implementation of these roadmaps will cost. Overall, a very substantial 
increase (nearly a tripling) in investment in energy research is projected for the 
coming decade in order to diversify our energy consumption towards more 
sustainable sources of energy.   

3. Tender procedure Review process: There is a two-phase review process. In the first phase project 
outlines (max. 10 pages) are scored by external reviewers on the following two 
selection criteria: (i) S/T quality of the proposal; and (ii) Impact. The highest 
ranking proposals (up to 2.5 times the available budget) that have passed the 
minimum threshold score are invited to submit full proposals. In the second 
phase full project proposals are evaluated and scored by external reviewers. 
The necessary care is taken in order to guarantee the quality of the review 
process. Experts are carefully screened and care is taken to have the right 
balance of experts in terms of expertise, professional experience, gender, 
location, etc. as well as a frequent rotation of experts. Training of experts 
regarding their review role has been introduced by FET.      
Eligibility criteria full proposals: (i) At least three “legal entities” established 
in different EU Member States or associated countries should participate in the 
project. The entities must be independent of each other; (ii) The content of the 
proposal relates to the topic(s) and funding scheme(s), including any special 
conditions set out in the relevant parts of the work programme (e.g., the 
participation of SMEs); and (iii) All project partners should pass financial 
screening by the EU (has apparently been limited to private entities only). 
Selection criteria full proposals: (i) S/T quality of the proposal; (ii) Impact; 
and (iii) Implementation plan. 
Success rate applicants: Success rate at the pre-selection phase: unknown. 
Success rate at the full project proposal phase: about 40% for all calls (this is 
by design).  
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4. Project 
implementation 

Release of funding: Upfront pre-financing for a considerable part of the costs. 
The release of the subsequent budget trances is dependent on completion of 
project milestones. However, pre-financing and interim payment should not 
exceed 85% of the total budget. The remainder 15% of the budget (plus 
adjustments) is only released after all project (reporting) obligations have been 
completed.   
Reporting obligations: Reports to be submitted at pre-defined intervals as 
specified in the contract. For most projects this has been limited to a mid-term 
and end-of-project report. The interim report(s) should comprise: (a) an 
overview of progress towards the objectives of the project (including 
achievements and attainment of any project milestones and deliverables); (b) 
an explanation of the use of the resources: and (c) a consolidated financial 
report for the whole project as well as financial statements from each 
beneficiary. The end-of-project report should include: (a) a final publishable 
summary report covering results, conclusions and socioeconomic impact of the 
project; and (b) a report covering the wider societal implications of the project, 
including gender equality actions, ethical issues, efforts to involve other actors 
and spread awareness as well as the plan for the use and dissemination IPR. 
Flexibility to make changes to the project: Yes, but needs consultation.  

5. Monitoring and 
evaluation 

Description: Based mainly on project reports. Emphasis mainly on the proper 
use of inputs in relation to projected activities. Limited control on the quality 
of the output and its impact. Only in the case of the FET funding scheme there 
is a mid-term external review of the project that looks at the quality of the 
research output. 

6. Determinants of 
excellence and risk 

Excellence: degree to which the collaborative project addresses the challenge 
as specified in the call for proposals successfully. Principal selection criteria 
are the S/T quality and the projected impact of the project. The quality of the 
implementation plan can be seen as a risk-mitigating selection criterion.    

7. Lessons The quality of the ex-ante problem identification and priority setting process is 
assumed to have an important impact on the ultimate impact of the funding 
scheme. With the introduction of the ETPs a lot of progress has been made on 
this front, but it is important to keep technology road maps and research 
strategies dynamic and up-to-date.  
High-risk projects require closer monitoring of their research output(s). FET 
uses a mid-term external evaluation in order to decide whether or not to 
continue the project.     
Training of external reviewers is important in order to improve the quality of 
the review process. In particular for the FET funding window, it is important 
to get reviewers to think outside their standard way of thinking.  

8. References FP7 Cooperation Programme – Energy website 
(http://cordis.europa.eu/fp7/energy/home_en.html) 
Work Programme 2010 – Cooperation Theme 5: Energy  (July 2009) 
Strategic Energy Technology (SET) Plan (October 2009) 
Energy FET Call (July 2009) 
FP7 Guide for Applicants Energy Theme Collaborative Projects (2010-1) 
FP7 Grant Agreement Template (December 2009) 
FP7 Grant Agreement Annex II (December 2009) 
Interview with Mr. Carlos Saraiva Martins, Research Programme Officer / 
FET Call Coordinator 
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Name:  Artemis* Joint Undertaking 
1. Description 
 
 

Objective: The objective of the Artemis JU is to define and implement a 
European research agenda for the development of key technologies in the field 
of Embedded Computing Systems, by stimulating public-private partnership 
and leveraging and increasing private and public investment in the sector of 
embedded computer systems in Europe. Its ultimate goal is to help the 
European industry to consolidate and reinforce its world leadership in 
embedded computing technologies.   
Targeted research area: Embedded computer technologies. 
Targeted research actors: industry (both large and small), research institutes 
and universities in the ARTEMIS member countries (the large majority, but 
not all EU members participate in ARTEMIS). 
Type of funding provided: Competitive funding. Funding formula 2009 call for 
proposals: 50% private, 33.3% member states, and 16.7% Artemis JU (i.e. EU 
contribution). To date, Artemis JU has organised a call for proposals in 2008, 
2009 and 2010. Preference for projects shorter than three years (argument: 
Artemis JU needs to show quick results in order to secure future funding). 
Average project size in the order of € 15-20 million, which is substantially 
larger than the average FP7 collaborative project.   
Volume of funding: Total projected budget for the period 2007-2013: € 2.7 
billion, of which € 1.6 billion private sector, € 0.7 billion member states, and € 
0.4 billion Community.     
Brief history: Established in February 2008. Preceded by the Artemis ETP 
established in June 2004. The ETP is now being continued by ARTEMISIA, 
which is the industrial association within this technology field (established in 
2007). 
Context: Joint Technology Initiatives (JTIs) are proposed as a means to 
implement the Strategic Research Agendas (SRAs) of a limited number of 
European Technology Platforms (ETPs). In these cases, the scale and scope of 
the objectives is such that loose co-ordination through ETPs and support 
through the regular instruments of the Framework Programme are not 
sufficient. Instead, effective implementation requires a dedicated mechanism 
that enables the necessary leadership and coordination to achieve the research 
objectives. To meet the needs of this small number of ETPs, the concept of 
"Joint Technology Initiatives" has been developed. So instead of channelling 
the EU contribution to a particular technology field / challenge through the 
thematic FP7 programmes, it is in this case being channelled through JTIs. 
There are currently six JTIs operational, but they differ quite a bit in the way 
they operate.  

2. Ex-ante priority 
setting 

Description: Problem identification and priority setting by the ARTEMIS 
ETP.  ARTEMIS research strategy published in 2009. Calls for proposals 
based on the challenges identified in the strategy. 

3. Tender procedure Review process: Two-stage selection procedure: First screening on the basis of 
project outlines. Those that pass are invited to develop and submit a full 
proposal. (In the first call for proposals in 2008 the pre-screening was not 
applied.)  Full proposals are evaluated by a review panel of four experts, two 
of which are derived from the expert list submitted by the Industry Research 
Committee (IRC) and two from the expert list submitted by the Public 
Authorities Board (PAB).  The review panel discusses the review results, 
ranks the proposals, consolidates the review comments and may recommend 
changes to the budget and technical content of the project. Those above 
threshold level are sent to the PAB, which makes the final decision. The PAB 
may alter the relative ranking as established by the review panel by taking into 
account the proposals' synergy with EU and national R&D and innovation 
policies and activities as well as the overall coverage of the objectives of the 
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Call. 
Eligibility criteria full proposals: (i) At least three “legal entities” established 
in different ARTEMIS countries should participate in the project. The entities 
must be independent of each other; (ii) The content of the proposal adheres to 
the topic(s) and special conditions described in the annual work plan of the 
call; (iii) All project partners should pass financial and legal screening by the 
EU; and (iv) Any specific eligibility criteria that participating national funding 
schemes may apply (only applies to those partners that they fund). 
Selection criteria full proposals: (i) Relevance and contribution to the 
objectives of the Call; (ii) R&D innovation and technical excellence; (iii) S&T 
approach and work plan; (iv) Market innovation and Impact; and (v) Quality 
of consortium and management. 
Success rate applicants: First call in 2008 attracted 27 full project proposals, 
with a total budget of € 327 million (covering both public and private 
funding). Available budget for the call € 200 million. In total 12 projects were 
approved, with a budget close to € 200 million. Success rate 44% -- which is 
rather high compared to other schemes. Second call in 2009, received 56 POs. 
Of these 44 were developed into FPPs and of these 13 were funded. Success 
rate: 30%.  

4. Project 
implementation 

Release of funding: Follows national funding practices (including possible pre-
financing). EU funding only released after authorisation by the national 
funding agency.  If there is no national grant contribution, EU rules for pre-
financing apply. JTI grants do not seem to participate in the Guarantee Fund.  
Reporting obligations: Annual progress reports, plus intermediate progress 
reports (usually every six months) to be submitted to Artemis JU (which 
distributes it to the relevant national funding authorities). Financial statements 
only to be included for beneficiaries without a national grant agreement. Those 
with a national grant agreement will send their cost reimbursement claims for 
both national and EU funding directly to the national funding authority. The 
final report should include: (a) A final publishable summary report covering 
results, conclusions and socio-economic impact of the project; (b) A plan for 
use and dissemination of foreground; and (c) A report covering the wider 
societal implications of the project, including gender equality actions, ethical 
issues, efforts to involve other actors and spread awareness. (Outline final 
report the same as for FP7 collaborative projects.) 
Flexibility to change project: Only after consultation. 

5. Monitoring and 
evaluation 

Description: Based primarily on progress reports. As with collaborative FP7 
projects, M&E focuses heavily on the proper use of the inputs. No external 
evaluation of the quality and impact of the research output.   

6. Determinants of 
excellence and risk 

Excellence: degree to which the collaborative project addresses the challenge 
as specified in the call for proposals successfully. Principal selection criterion 
is the projected impact of the project (‘market innovation and impact’ gets 
twice the weight of the other selection criteria). The other selection criteria are 
mainly risk mitigating.  

7. Lessons The ARTEMIS setup is quite complex as it involves multiple sources of 
funding (private, national and EU), each with its own priorities and 
regulations. Its autonomous status does not seem to have led to lower 
transaction costs.    
Average size of projects far larger than for FP7 collaborative projects. 
Relatively high success rate may indicate difficulties with mobilizing 
sufficient proposals (or is this inherent to the size of the projects ?)  
Reporting intensity seems to be higher than with regular FP7 projects. 

8. References Artemis website (https://www.artemis-ju.eu/)  
The Artemis JTI – General Overview (PowerPoint Presentation) 
Council Regulation of 20 December 2007 on the Establishment of ARTEMIS 
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JU (April 2008) 
The Artemis JU Annual Work Programme 2009 (February 2009) 
ARTEMIS Joint Undertaking selection and evaluation procedures related to 
Calls for proposals (April 2008) 
Artemis Eligibility Criteria (May 2008) 
Factsheet ARTEMIS (2008) 
Interview with Mr. Jan Lohstroh, Secretary General 
Interview with Mr. Eric Schutz, Executive Director 

 
*Advanced Research and Technology for Embedded Intelligence and Systems (ARTEMIS) 
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Name:  Innovative Medicine Initiative (IMI) Joint Undertaking 
1. Description 
 
 

Objective: The overall goal of IMI is to re-invigorate the European bio-
pharmaceutical sector and to make Europe more attractive for private research 
and development (R&D) investment in this sector. In the long term, IMI is 
also expected to provide faster access to better medicines for European 
citizens. 
Targeted research area(s): The main focus of the research funded by IMI is on 
developing and validating new techniques and methods to enhance the 
prediction of ‘Safety’ and ‘Efficacy’ of new medicines. It is not investing in 
the development of new medicines as such, but in techniques and methods that 
can enhance such research. Hence it is strongly pre-competitive in nature. 
Targeted research actors: Targeted actors are industry (large, medium and 
small), universities, research centres, patient organisations, and public 
authorities (including regulators).  
Type of funding provided: Competitive funding. The research activities 
supported by IMI are conducted through collaborative projects undertaken by 
public and private organisations, selected through open calls for proposals. 
Participating academic institutions and SMEs receive financial support (no 
info on the level of subsidy, but probably 100% for academia and 50% for 
SMEs), whereas participating EFPIA member companies bear the full costs 
for their participation in projects. The EU contribution of € 1 billion for the 
period 2008-2017 will be matched with at least a similar contribution by the 
European Federation of Pharmaceutical Industries and Associations (EPFIA).  
Volume of funding: Projected funding for the period 2008-2017: € 2 billion. 
Operating costs of IMI JU to be shared between EPFIA and EU. First call for 
proposals resulted in 15 projects being funded with a total value of € 246 
million (of which € 110 million EU funding). Average budget per project in 
the order of € 16 million, which is considerably bigger than the average FP7 
collaborative project. 
Brief history: Preceded by an IMI ETP (started in 2003/4 (?)), transformed into 
IMI JU in 2008. First call for proposal in 2008.  Achieved autonomous status 
in November 2009. 
Context: Joint Technology Initiatives (JTIs) are proposed as a means to 
implement the Strategic Research Agendas (SRAs) of a limited number of 
European Technology Platforms (ETPs). In these cases, the scale and scope of 
the objectives is such that loose co-ordination through ETPs and support 
through the regular instruments of the Framework Programme are not 
sufficient. Instead, effective implementation requires a dedicated mechanism 
that enables the necessary leadership and coordination to achieve the research 
objectives. To meet the needs of this small number of ETPs, the concept of 
"Joint Technology Initiatives" has been developed. So instead of channelling 
the EU contribution to a particular technology field / challenge through the 
thematic FP7 programmes, it is in this case being channelled through JTIs. 
There are currently six JTIs operational, but they differ quite a bit in the way 
they operate. 

2. Ex-ante priority 
setting 

Description: Strategic Research Agenda (version 2) published in 2008. Living 
document which will be regularly updated. Based on wide consultation of 
industry, academia, public authorities, and society. The SRA proposes four 
pillars: (i) Predictivity of safety evaluation; (ii) Predictivity of efficacy 
evaluation; (iii) Knowledge management (i.e., how to improve the analysis of 
large amounts of patient data); and (iv) Closing the gap in training. 

3. Tender procedure Review process: Two-stage selection procedure. The first stage of the call 
process is an invitation to “Applicant Consortia” to submit an application to 
the IMI JU expressing interest in one of the call topics (the first call comprised 
18 topics, the second call 9 topics). These “Applicant Consortia” may consist 
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of academia, SMEs and patient organisations. A peer review committee per 
topic will evaluate each of the expressions of interest primarily focusing on 
scientific excellence. This should result in a ranking of proposals per topic.   
Following the first peer review, the best proposals per topic will be invited to 
join EFPIA industry members to form a “Project Consortium” and jointly 
develop a full project proposal including a complete project plan with cost 
estimates. These full project proposals will be evaluated by review 
committees. Following the evaluation process successful proposals will be 
invited to conclude a Grant Agreement governing the relationship between the 
selected “Project Consortium” and the IMI JU. A Project Agreement shall be 
concluded between all the members of the consortium governing their 
relationship. This will also outline the intellectual property rights based on the 
IMI JU intellectual property rights policy. 
Eligibility criteria full proposals: ?? 
Selection criteria full proposals: (i) Scientific and/or technological excellence; 
(ii) Excellence of the project implementation plan; (iii) Consistency with Call 
Topic and stage 1; and (iv) Potential impact of project results. (Criterion 3 is 
more an eligibility criterion than a selection criterion.)  
Success rate applicants: The first call for proposals resulted in 134 expressions 
of interest. Out these 134, 18 proposals (one per topic) were selected to 
develop a full proposal together with EPFIA. Of these 18, 15 passed the 
second review and were funded.  The competition at stage one is high, but at 
stage two it is relatively low. Some reviewers suggested somewhat more 
competition at stage two.   

4. Project 
implementation 

Release of funding: EU rules apply. No participation in the Guarantee Fund (?) 
Reporting obligations: Similar to FP7 collaborative projects.  
Flexibility to change project: Requires consultation. 

5. Monitoring and 
evaluation 

Description: Based on progress and end-of-project reports. As with 
collaborative FP7 projects, M&E focuses heavily on the proper use of the 
inputs. No external evaluation of the quality and impact of the research output.  

6. Determinants of 
excellence and risk 

Excellence: Potential impact of the research on the industry. Scientific quality 
of the proposal and the quality of the project implementation plan are mainly 
risk-mitigating criteria.  

7. Lessons Programming is close to industry needs. There is room for more frontier 
approach but needs interaction of industry and scientific world. 
Seek opportunities for embedding the projects stronger in European research 
environment.  
Procedures take time and regulations lead to micro-management. 
In principle flexibility (e.g. in relation to mid-term review) is possible but 
needs to be developed. 

8. References IMI website (http://www.imi.europa.eu/) 
Factsheet IMI (2008) 
IMI Research Agenda (2008) 
IMI Assessment of Economical and Societal Effects (March 2007)  
IMI Annual Implementation Plan 2010 (March 2010) 
IMI 1st Call 2008 – Evaluation of stage 1, September 2008 (Independent 
Observers’ Rapport) 
IMI 1st Call 2008 – Evaluation of stage 2, February-March 2009 (Independent 
Observers’ Rapport) 
IMI Grant Agreement Template 
IMI Grant Agreement Annex II 
Interview with Ms. Claudia Eggert, KOWI  - representation of German 
scientific institutes 
Interview with Mr. Michel Goldman, Executive Director 
Meeting attendance of IMI research stakeholders meeting (7 representatives) 
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Name:  European Institute for Innovation and Technology 
1. Description 
 
 

Objective: To boost the European innovation capacity through the creation of 
Knowledge and Innovation Communities (KICs) in selected key areas. KICs 
should bring together higher education, research centres, businesses and other 
innovation actors in a public-private partnership. 
Targeted research area(s): The selected themes for the first three KICs are: (1) 
climate change adaptation and mitigation; (2) renewable energy; and (3) the 
future information and communication society.  
Targeted research actors: higher education establishments, research centres, 
and businesses (both large and SMEs). All three actors should be present in a 
KIC. 
Type of funding provided: EIT’s contribution to a KIC should not be more than 
20% -- the other 80% being brought in by the KIC partners.  However, this 
does not mean that this 20% applies across all expenditures. Some activities 
may be financed for 100% by the KIC grant (such as the management of the 
KIC), while other activities may not receive any KIC support.  Moreover, KIC 
support should lead to additional activities that otherwise would not take place 
(e.g., bringing research results to the market) and not substitute for existing 
funding.  In addition to a tender procedure to become the selected KIC for a 
particular theme, the KICs on their turn organise tenders as well within their 
KIC. KICs are in principle open for new partners.  All activities have to 
include at least two partners from the knowledge triangle and from more than 
one country.  
Volume of funding: KICs have a seven year time horizon. By the end of it they 
should be self sustaining. Over this period, EIT may invest some € 100 million 
or more in a KIC. EIT aims to support KICs with an annual turnover of at least 
€ 50-100 million. The first call for proposals of the Climate KIC (Spring 2010) 
aims to finance projects in the order of € 2.5 million each for a two-year 
period, with a KIC contribution of about € 0.5 million (i.e., 20% of total 
project costs). 
Brief history: EIT has only very recently been established. It started operating 
in summer 2009 and completed its first call for proposals for KICs in 
December 2009. The Climate KIC launched its first call for proposals on 31 
March 2010.    
Context: The EIT is a new independent community body which was set up to 
address Europe's innovation gap. Its budget (€ 308.7 million for the period 
2009-2013) is not part of FP7, but comes from DG Enterprise and Industry. 
The discussion within the EC of how to strengthen the European innovation 
capacity is quite intense.  

2. Ex-ante priority 
setting 

How EIT selected the three themes for the first KICs is not exactly clear. On 
their turn the selected KICs set their own research and innovation priorities 
within their respective theme.  

3a. KIC Tender 
procedure 

Review process: The KIC tender has three-step selection procedure by a panel 
of independent reviewers. During step 1, proposal parts A and B will be 
assessed with respect to the consistency of the KIC topic with the targeted 
priority area and broad innovation goals, i.e. the degree to which the KIC 
addresses the priority area in a competitive and sustainable way. This 
assessment will result in a go/no-go decision. During step 2a, which will 
evaluate the quality of the proposed work programme and business plan, 
proposal parts A and B will be assessed at the hand of seven criteria. A 
minimum threshold of 30% applies for each criterion. The proposal should 
score more than 50% for all seven criteria combined. If not, the proposal will 
be rejected. Only the top five proposals will continue to step 3. During step 2b, 
which will evaluate the commitment, capability and combined strength of the 
partners involved, part C of the proposal will be assessed at the hand of two 
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criteria. The final score of a proposal is the sum of the scores for steps 2a and 
2b, maximum 200. During step 3, the three top-scoring proposals from each 
priority area will be examined by a final selection panel, which will: (a) 
Adjust, if necessary, the final scores to ensure consistency between the three 
priority area evaluation panels; (b) Make recommendations concerning the 
selection of the designated KICs; and (c) Make recommendations concerning 
the way in which the selected proposals need to be improved or strengthened. 
The selection panel will prepare a report for the EIT Governing Board, which 
will make the final decision. 
Eligibility criteria full proposals: (i) The proposed KIC must contain at least 
three independent partner organisations established in at least three Member 
States; (ii) The majority of the partner organisations shall be established in the 
Member States; (iii) The proposed KIC shall include at least one higher 
education establishment and one private company; and (iv) Legal and financial 
credibility of the partners.  
Selection criteria full proposals: (i) Novelty and attractiveness of the proposal 
(maximum 20 points); (ii) Economic, environmental, societal and innovation 
impact of the KIC in the context of European challenges and policies and 
potential to make a major contribution to the aims of the EIT (maximum 20 
points); (iii) Internal coherence of the KIC strategy and activities (maximum 
10 points); (iv) Quality of the co-location plan (maximum 20 points); (v) 
Planning for the management and use of intellectual property (maximum 10 
points); (vi) Completeness and credibility of the KIC business plan (maximum 
10 points); (vii) Quality of the plans for dissemination of best practice and 
public outreach activity (maximum 10 points); (viii) Management, governance 
and organisation of the partnership and co-location, covering also financial 
and legal aspects of the KIC (maximum 50 points); and (ix) The combined 
strength of the partners (maximum 50 points). 
Success rate applicants: No information available. 

3b. Tender 
procedure Climate 
KIC (the other KICs 
may use another 
procedure) 

Review process: Two-step selection process. The first step is an evaluation of 
Expressions of Interest (EoIs). The Research and Innovation (R&I) team of the 
Climate KIC plays an active role in the formulation of the EoIs by providing 
advice and bringing partners in contact with each other. After approval by the 
co-location centres, the R&I team will evaluate the EoIs and will provide 
feedback on the strategic alignment with the Climate KIC and the perceived 
major strengths and weaknesses of the proposed project. There is no explicit 
go or no-go decision. In the second step a selection is made on the basis of full 
project proposals. Relatively brief proposals (6-10 pages) focusing on content. 
Very light on administrative issues (e.g. no detailed budgets only approximate 
figures). Most likely this will have to be worked out during contract 
negotiations. The full proposal will be evaluated by a standing review 
committee appointed by the Executive Board of the Climate-KIC and using 
internationally accepted review standards. The evaluation results of this 
committee will be submitted to the Executive Committee, which will make the 
final decisions and, in the case of large proposals, send this to the Governing 
Board for approval.  
Eligibility criteria full proposals: (i) The team needs to include partners from 
at least two co-location centres; and (ii) The team needs to include partners 
from at least two sectors, i.e. academic, public, or private. 
Selection criteria full proposals: (i) Impact on climate change adaptation & 
mitigation; (ii) Innovation potential (i.e. high potential for market, job, and 
value creation); (iii) Added value of partnership; (iv) Quality of involved 
partners - prior success, etc.; (v) Fit into thematic priority areas of the Climate 
KIC; and (vi) Project management and implementation plan, deliverables, and 
milestones etc. For the first call of proposals, the second selection criterion is 
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Name:  European Institute for Innovation and Technology 
given extra weight because of the need to show early results.  
Success rate applicants: NA 

4. Project 
implementation 

Release of funding:  
Reporting obligations: No information available. 
Flexibility to change project: 
EIT itself has to handle only the contracts it has with the three KICs, each 
receiving an annual subsidy in the order of € 10-20 million. The KICs are in 
charge of the allocation of the resources through calls for proposals within 
their KIC. The bulk of the reporting and administration is with them.  

5. Monitoring and 
evaluation 

Description: No information available. EIT itself will have an external review 
in 2013.  

6. Determinants of 
excellence and risk 

Excellence: Innovation potential regarding the selected challenge / 
technological opportunity. No explicit mention of S&T excellence as a 
selection criterion.    

7. Lessons  KIC Tender (based on feedback from reviewers – see report) 
Call could have been clearer.  
Evaluation process complex and too many selection criteria. Could be 
streamlined considerably. 
Minimum threshold of 30% on the individual selection criteria and 50% on the 
first seven criteria combined seems to be rather low.  
Interaction with applicants would have been helpful. 
More business-related experts. 
Climate KIC tender procedure 
Outline for full proposals a lot simpler than for FP7 collaborative projects. 
Less administrative detail to be provided at this stage.  
Innovation potential to be described in maximum 100 words. This may be too 
simplistic. Other funding schemes for near-market innovation projects (e.g. 
EUREKA) require a business plan. The proposal should underpin its 
innovation impact claims.   
  

8. References EIT website (http://eit.europa.eu/) 
EC Regulation of 11 March 2008 establishing EIT 
Call for Proposal KICs (2009) 
Criteria for the Selection of KICs (2009) 
Debriefing of experts following evaluation of KIC proposals (February 2010) 
Climate KIC Call for Expression of Interest 
Interview with Mr. Martin Schuurmans, Chairman 
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Name:  EUREKA 
1. Description 
 
 

Objective: The objective of EUREKA is to raise the productivity and 
competitiveness of European businesses by stimulating and facilitating trans-
national collaboration in market-oriented R&D and innovation.  
Targeted research area(s): Targets in principle all technological areas, except 
military R&D. Some technology areas benefit from Clusters or Umbrellas, 
which are formal (clusters) or informal (umbrellas) mechanisms to bring actors 
within a particular technology field together. 
Targeted research actors:  all actors (industry, research centres and 
universities). Given its market orientation, industry should lead the project. In 
the case of Eurostar projects, high-tech SMEs should lead the project.   
Type of funding provided: Competitive funding. Funding is primarily coming 
from national funding schemes. Only in the case of Eurostar projects there is 
an EU contribution (one-third of the national subsidy), which is channelled 
through the national funding schemes. National rules apply regarding subsidy 
levels. In the case of the Netherlands:  for enterprises: 35% for research and 
25% for development activities; for research organisations: 50% for research 
and 25% for development activities. There is a 10% bonus for SME applicant 
and SME partner(s). Maximum Dutch subsidy is € 750.000 per project and 
only Dutch project costs are eligible for subsidy. Maximum duration of 
projects three years.  
Volume of funding: In 2009, EUREKA generated 323 projects, of which 191 
individual projects, 45 cluster projects, and 87 Eurostar projects. In total value, 
this represents about € 1.5 billion of which € 324 million for individual 
projects, € 994 million for cluster projects, and € 128 million for Eurostar 
projects. Cluster projects tend to be far larger on average than the other 
projects. The exact amount of subsidy provided unknown as subsidies differ 
across countries.  
Brief history: EUREKA was established in 1985. In addition to individual and 
cluster projects, which have been operational from the very beginning, 
EUREKA has launched so-called Eurostar projects in 2008. Eurostar funding 
focuses specifically on high-tech SMEs. 
Context: EUREKA stimulates cross-country collaboration in market-oriented 
R&D and innovation. Project partners get their funding from national funding 
sources. In the case of individual projects this means that the project proposal 
has to pass multiple national selection processes simultaneously, which makes 
this funding route quite tricky. The call for proposals of individual projects is 
completely bottom up. In addition to individual projects, EUREKA also has 
so-called ‘Cluster’ and ‘Eurostar’ projects. EUREKA Clusters are long-term, 
strategically significant industrial initiatives. They usually have a large number 
of participants, and aim to develop generic technologies of key importance for 
European competitiveness, primarily in ICT and, more recently, in energy and 
biotechnology. Initiated by industry in close collaboration with national 
funding authorities, each Cluster has a technological roadmap defining the 
most important strategic domains. Specific goals are achieved through scores 
of individual projects. Unlike individual projects, for Cluster and Eurostar 
projects there is a single selection procedure organised by the Cluster 
Secretariats and the EUREKA Secretariat, respectively. The national funding 
schemes accept the outcome of these selection procedures (but may fail to 
mobilise the funds for approved projects – there is quite a bit of coordination 
required).        

2. Ex-ante priority 
setting 

Description: For individual and Eurostar projects, the selection process is 
completely bottom up. There is no ex-ante priority setting, although countries 
may have an industrial policy that prioritises certain technology fields. This 
could play a role during the selection process. In the case of ‘Clusters’, 
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technology road maps specify the content of the call for proposals.  
3a. Tender 
procedure 
individual projects 

Review process: The tender procedure for individual projects differs from 
country to country. In the case of the Netherlands there is a one-stage selection 
procedure, although applicants can ask for feedback from the funding agency 
on their project idea and draft proposal. The funding agency checks the 
proposals for completeness. The evaluation of the proposals is done by an 
independent advisory committee.  The advisory committee scores projects 
against the following three criteria: (i) Technological innovation; (ii) 
Cooperation; and (iii) Economic prospects. Each criterion has the same 
weight.  Based on the evaluation, the projects are scored from highest to 
lowest. The subsidy is granted on the basis of this ranking until the budget is 
exhausted. Because foreign partners in a project have to secure their own 
funding, projects cannot start until all funding has been secured. Therefore 
projects may fall out, freeing up budget for the next project on the list.   
Eligibility criteria full proposals: (i) Participation of at least two EUREKA 
member countries; (ii) Private sector should lead; (iii) Focus on near market 
research (introduction of innovation within two years after completion of the 
project); (iv) Share of a single partner or country less than 75%; (v) A 
consortium agreement; (vi) Financial clearance private partners;  
Selection criteria full proposals: To be determined by each country. In the 
case of the Netherlands they are: (i) Technological innovation; (ii) 
Cooperation. Focuses on the effectiveness and efficiency of the proposal and 
the composition of the alliance; and (iii) Economic prospects. Innovation 
should reach the market within two years after completion of the project. This 
should be documented by a quantitative business plan.  
Success rate applicants: NA 

3b. Tender 
procedure Eurostar 
projects 

Review process: The Eurostar funding window focuses on high-tech SMEs 
Submission of project idea by the lead agency to the national EUREKA office. 
Screening by national EUREKA office staff and advice on how to develop a 
full proposal. Full proposal to be submitted electronically to the EUREKA 
Secretariat in Brussels. Selection by an international review panel. The review 
process includes an assessment by two external reviewers, which score the 
project on the following three criteria: (i) the project management and the 
project consortium, (ii) the technological innovation envisaged and (iii) the 
economic impact of the project. The assessors will rate applications on each 
criterion by using the quality indicators ‘Poor, Average, Good or Excellent’. In 
the next step, each application is collectively reviewed and ranked by an 
Independent Evaluation Panel (IEP) in an IEP Meeting, where the members 
meet to discuss the relative strengths and weaknesses of each proposal against 
the set criteria (see above) on the basis of the following information: (i) the 
Eurostars application form, (ii) the draft consortium agreement, (iii) the 
financial report, (iv) the two Technical Expert Reports drafted by the technical 
experts, and (v) a cover note prepared by the NPC of each country involved. 
The Panel will score the proposals at the hand of more-or-less the same criteria 
as the external reviewers, but now each criterion on a scale of 0-100. 
Minimum score per criterion: 60 points. Minimum overall score: 200 points. 
Proposals that do not pass the minimum threshold are rejected. The others are 
ranked on a shortlist. The highest ranking projects are funded first until the 
budget is finished (this depends on national funding made available for 
Eurostar projects). National funding schemes are committed to fund their 
participation in the selected projects depending on availability of funds. Co-
funding by the EU through the national contribution (maximum one-third of 
the national contribution). Project will receive a Eurostar label once funding 
from the different national authorities and private actors has been secured, a 
consortium agreement has been signed, and financial status of the private 
participants cleared. 
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Eligibility criteria full proposals: (i) Does the project proposed meet the 
criteria set by EUREKA? (ii) Is the main participant a research-performing 
SME, according to the Eurostars Programme criteria for main participants 
(10% of full-time equivalent or 10% of turnover dedicated to R&D activities 
and established in a Eurostars member country)? (iii) Do all the SME 
participants fulfil the European Union-adopted definition of an SME? (iv) Are 
at least 50% of the total project costs related to R&D activities to be carried 
out by the R&D-performing SME participants? (This percentage can, 
however, include minor sub-contracting.) (v) Is there at least one other 
participant from another Eurostars member country in the consortium? (vi) Is 
the project consortium well balanced? Is there no participant or country 
responsible for more than 75% of the declared project costs? (vii) Is the 
planned duration of the project no more than 36 months? (viii) Within two 
years of project completion, is it foreseen that the product of the research be 
ready for launch onto the market? In the case of biotechnology, medical or 
biomedical projects, will clinical trials start within two years of project 
completion? (ix) Are all participants legal entities? (x) Can it be confirmed 
that there is no obvious reason for exclusion on the basis of national track 
record? 
Selection criteria full proposals:  (i) The quality of the project management 
and the project consortium, (ii) The technological innovation envisaged; and 
(iii) The economic impact of the project. 
Success rate: Compared to other competitive funding schemes, the success 
rate for Eurostar applicants is quite reasonable 42% (1st call), 27% (2nd call) 
and 30% (3rd call).  

3c. Tender 
procedure Cluster 
projects  

Review process: For Cluster projects, a Cluster-specific, international review 
process applies. The Cluster secretariats are usually actively involved in the 
development of project outlines and full proposals by providing advice and 
facilitating contacts. The tender procedure itself consists of two stages. In the 
first stage only a project outline (max. 15 pages) is being evaluated by the 
Technical Committee of the Cluster. Each project outline is being assessed by 
three independent evaluators, preferably from countries not participating in the 
project. This evaluation can result in three recommendations: (a) rejection; (b) 
revise project outline; or (c) develop full proposal (sometimes with the 
recommendation to take particular comments on board).  In the second stage 
full proposals are being assessed and evaluated. Both for project outlines and 
full project proposals the same four selection criteria apply (see below).  
Eligibility criteria full proposals: (i) Financial capacity of all partners; (ii) 
Formal agreement between partners within the project consortium; (iii) None 
of the partners or countries have a share of more than 66%; (iv) Project 
consortium consists of at least two different companies from two different 
countries; 
Selection criteria full proposals: (i) Strategic relevance and coherence with 
Cluster goals and call; (ii) Market relevance; (iii) Technology advancement 
and innovation; and (iv) Partnership strength and project structure.  
Success rate: NA 

4. Project 
implementation 
(based on Dutch 
guidelines, may be 
different in other 
countries) 

Release of funding: In tranches based on periodic advances, up to a maximum 
of 90% of the subsidy amount. Subsidy funding that is paid out is regarded as 
an advance until the project is completed. The final 10% of the subsidy 
amount is only released after satisfactory completion of all obligations.  
Reporting obligations: Interim progress reports based on the basis of the 
milestones presented in the project plan. Final report at the end of the project. 
Obligation to cooperate with project and programme evaluations until five 
years after the completion of the project    
Flexibility to change project: Requires permission.  
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5. Monitoring and 
evaluation 

Description: Mainly based on progress reports. No external evaluation during 
the implementation of the project.  

6. Determinants of 
excellence and risk 

Ultimate selection criterion: Economic impact of the project. 
Intermediate selection criterion: Technological advancement and innovation.  
Additional selection criteria to mitigate risk: quality of the project consortium 
and implementation plan.   

7. Lessons Participation of EUREKA members quite uneven. France, Spain and the 
Netherlands are strong participants, but other countries do not provide much 
support to EUREKA. They prefer EU funding instead. Moreover, level of 
subsidy and rules & regulations differ from country to country.  
Selection of individual projects quite cumbersome because each participating 
country has to review the proposal. Single review process for Cluster and 
Eurostar projects far more efficient. However, after the selection of project 
proposals, there is still the hurdle of all participating countries coming through 
with their commitment. 
EUREKA is strongly business driven.   
Eligible costs to be subsidised limited to R&D only. Costs and risks related to 
the development of new markets and new businesses due to innovation are not 
covered. Attempts by EUREKA in the past to get involved into this part of the 
innovation process (the valley of death) have been unsuccessful. Probably the 
incentive to collaborate is too low due to high competition.           

8. References EUREKA website (http://www.eurekanetwork.org/) 
EUREKA Annual Review 2009 (2010) 
Evaluation Guidelines for Assessing Cluster Projects 
Eurostar Guidelines for Applicants (June 2009) 
EUREKA Project Form 
Interview with Dr. Franco Cozzani, Strategy and Evaluation Manager, 
EUREKA Secretariat 
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Name: National Science Foundation (NSF) – EAGER (Early-concept Grants for Exploratory 
Research) 
1. Description 
 
 

Objective: To push the scientific frontier 
Targeted research areas: All scientific areas, except medicine and military 
research  
Targeted research actors: primarily academic researchers. 
Type of funding provided: Competitive grants up to US$ 300k for two years. 
Volume of funding: NSF in total about US$ 7 billion, EAGER programme has 
no fixed budget but its preceding programme (SGER) yielded about US$ 35-
40 million over the years 2006-2008. Very flexible model – programme 
managers can recommend (no limits in financial capacity – decision at the 
division level). Average budget per regular NSF project in the order of US$ 
420,000, for SGER projects this was US$ 85,000-88,000. Average length 
regular projects: 3 years, SGER projects 1 year. NSF programmes were 
required to allocate at least 5% of their budget to SGER projects.  
Brief history: As early as 2004 the Council on Competitiveness recommended 
by its report “Innovate America” to: (i) Reallocate 3% of all federal-agency 
R&D budgets towards grants that invest in novel, high-risk, and exploratory 
research; and (ii) Provide a 25% tax credit for early-stage investments of at 
least US$59,000 through qualified angel funds. A policy advisory document of 
the National Academy of Sciences – “Rising Above the Gathering Storm” – 
emphasised these recommendations and especially addressed the National 
Institutes of Health (NIH). As a consequence the National Science Board 
established the Task Force on Transformative Research in December 2004. 
Transformative research is defined as research-driven by ideas that have the 
potential to radically change our understanding of an important existing 
scientific or engineering concept or leading to the creation of a new paradigm 
or field of science or engineering (National Science Board [2007]. Enhancing 
Support of Transformative Research at NSF).  “The Board does not 
recommend a specific percentage or amount of NSF budget that should be 
applied to this Initiative, but it should be significant. …” .  
The American Academy of Arts and Sciences assembled a committee of 
academic and business leaders to discuss amongst others “Encouragement of 
high-risk, high-reward, potentially transformative research”. They 
recommenced in their report (2008, “ARISE”) for federal agencies: (i) 
Consider targeted programmes, grant mechanisms, and policies – and adapt 
existing grant programmes – to foster transformative research; establish 
metrics with which to evaluate their success; (ii) Strengthen the application 
and review processes. High-risk research proposals face even greater 
challenges in a stressed peer-review system not equipped to appreciate them; 
(iii) Invest in programme officers. They should be encouraged and expected to 
engage with the professional communities they fund. This requires an 
adequate administrative budget, which should not come at the expense of the 
research budget. 
Context: The EAGER funding mechanism can be used to support exploratory 
work in its early stages on untested, but potentially transformative, research 
ideas or approaches. This work could be considered especially "high-risk/high-
payoff" in the sense that it, involves radically different approaches, applies 
new expertise, or engages novel disciplinary or interdisciplinary perspectives.  

2. Ex-ante priority 
setting 

Description: NSF organises thematic calls for proposals within its 
programmes, which implies a certain amount of ex-ante problem identification 
and priority setting. In the calls for proposals specific topics are being 
highlighted for which funding will be made available. Unlike ERC, NSF has a 
strong programmatic approach to science. 
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3. Tender procedure Review process: In the case of EAGER there are no specific calls for 
proposals. Proposals can be submitted permanently. NSF officers may also 
direct project proposals that are highly interesting, but too risky for regular 
funding to EAGER.  EAGER gives the researcher the opportunity to further 
explore the research idea. After a maximum of two years the research idea 
should have matured enough to pass the regular selection process.   
As a major deviation from standard NSF review processes for EAGER 
proposals only internal merit review by program officers is required. Only 
under rare circumstances they may elect to obtain external reviews.This leaves 
the NSF program officers considerable discretion.   
Another distinction to NSF standards is given by the need to present only a 
short project description (not more than 5-8 pages) plus clear statements why 
the proposal does not fit with standard programmes.  
Eligibility criteria full proposals: (i) Proposal fits in the EAGER programme; 
(ii) NSF grantees are required to have financial management systems in place 
that meet NSF standards  
Selection criteria full proposals: (i) What is the intellectual merit of the 
proposed activity? And (ii) What are the broader impacts of the proposed 
activity? These two criteria apply to all NSF grants. The second criteria does 
not focus on the potential economic impact, but more on possible synergies 
with regard to training and teaching, infrastructure, participation of 
disadvantaged groups, etc.  
Success rate applicants: For NSF research grants overall, the success rate is 
about 21%. The success rate of the Small Grants for Explorative Research 
(SGER) scheme (the predecessor of EAGER) was a lot higher – in most years 
75% and up.  

4. Project 
implementation 

Release of funding:  Advances to a grantee shall be limited to the minimum 
amount needed and shall be timed to be in accordance with the actual, 
immediate cash requirements of the grantee in carrying out the purpose of the 
approved programme or project. The timing and amount of cash advances 
shall be as close as is administratively feasible to actual disbursements for 
direct programme costs and the proportionate share of any allowable indirect 
costs. 
Reporting obligations: Annual progress reports, a technical final report and an 
outcome report for the general public at the end of the project.   
Flexibility to change project: Considerably, but requires consultation. 

5. Monitoring and 
evaluation 

Description: NSF itself is thoroughly being monitored at the hand of 
performance indicators. The Government Performance and Results Act 
(GPRA) of 1993 oblige NSF to submit the necessary performance reports. 
M&E of individual projects funded by NSF is based mainly on annual and 
end-of-project reports. Moreover, projects have the obligation to hand over all 
scientific output to NSF. No mention of external evaluation of projects.  

6. Determinants of 
excellence and risk 

Excellence: primarily in scientific terms.  

7. Lessons Administrative burden of NSF grants is comparable with FP7 grants (see 
guidelines). Various proposal certifications are required, including one on 
drug-free working environment and one on flood hazard insurance.  

8. References NSF website (http://www.nsf.gov) 
FY 2008 Report on the NSF’s Merit Review Process 
NSF Grant Proposal Guide (January 2009) 
Interview with Mr. Graham Harrison, Program manager (27 July) 
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Name:  VW Stiftung - “Offen – für Außergewöhnliches” 
1. Description 
 
 

Objective: Promote transformational research (?) 
Targeted research area(s) and actors: All disciplines (although a relatively 
strong emphasis on social sciences); The Foundation only funds academic 
institutions, not individuals.  
Type of funding provided: Competitive grant. The funding allocated by the 
Foundation is neither tied to any particular financial year, nor does it expire at 
the end of any calendar year. Notwithstanding, only under exceptional 
circumstances may grants be continued for more than five years. The 
Foundation does not provide funds for institutional overhead costs. This 
excludes participation of some organisations as they require full costing.  
Volume of funding: About € 100 million per year. No limits in size of projects. 
Maximum length: five years.   
Brief history: The proceeds from the conversion of VW to a joint stock 
company at the beginning of the 1960s formed the starting capital of the 
Foundation, which now amounts to some 2.3 billion Euros. The return on this 
capital – some 100 million Euros a year – is used to fund research and 
education. The Volkswagen Foundation is the biggest private foundation of 
this type in Germany. According to the statutes of the Foundation, a prescribed 
share of the available funds (about two-thirds) must be allocated to academic 
institutions located in the Federal State of Lower Saxony (i.e. the home state 
of VW).   
Context: The VW Stiftung aims to fund exceptional research which does not 
fit in any other grant structure (research representing ideas and concepts 
pointing to future, being kind of cross-discipline and applying new methods – 
being somewhat transformative – and which is not funded by any other 
institution). It also aims to give an impulse to new developments.  The 
structure of the Foundation allows it to react very quickly towards new 
scientific developments and initiatives and hence gives the Foundation the 
opportunity to build up initiatives/programmes before other (public) funding 
organisations can react (time-period of advance may be about 1-2 years). 

2. Ex-ante priority 
setting 

Description: The VW Stiftung manages a portfolio of different funding 
opportunities targeting specific topics / themes. Funding opportunities are 
clustered as follows: (i) Support of Persons and New Structures; (ii) 
International Focus; (iii) Thematic Impetus; (iv) Social and Cultural 
Challenges; (v) Of the beaten track; and (vi) ‘Lower Saxony First’, each with 
its own specific themes. The VW Stiftung carefully selects spearhead areas 
where it wants to make a difference.   

3. Tender procedure Review process: Applicants may contact the VW Stiftung before application, 
to make sure that the project fits into the programme’s frame. Review process 
itself is consists of two stages. At the first stage only a short “sketch” of the 
project is being discussed and assessed by a multidisciplinary panel of 
reviewers. If it passes this selection, the applicants are invited to submit a full 
proposal and present it to the selection panel. The panel assesses the proposals. 
The final decision is then made by the Foundation’s Board of Trustees on the 
basis of the panel recommendations. 
Eligibility criteria full proposals: xxx 
Selection criteria full proposals: (i) The expected contribution to the further 
development of science; (ii) Consistency of the application; (iii) The personal 
qualifications of project participants; and (iv) Appropriateness of the effort 
involved as well as the expenses required. 
Success rate applicants: n.a. 

4. Project 
implementation 

Release of funding: Monthly.  
Reporting obligations: Short interim / annual progress reports and a final 
report at the end of the project. Collaborate with the PR division to produce 
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success stories.  
Flexibility to change project: is given, but must be accorded with the program 
manager 

5. Monitoring and 
evaluation 

Based in part on progress reports, but there is usually also intensive contact 
with the programme manager (e.g. participation of programme manager in 
workshops, kick-off etc). Projects are being monitored in a relatively informal 
way by the programme manager.   

6. Determinants of 
excellence and risk 

Principal selection criterion: scientific excellence / transformational nature of 
the research. 
Additional selection criteria to mitigate risk include: (i) quality of the research 
team; (ii) consistency of the proposal and others. 

7. Lessons There has been one workshop at the VW Stiftung to gather information about 
high-risk/high-reward programmes and initiatives. From the experiences so far 
it becomes clear that the problem is more how to get connected to the relevant 
projects (“extraordinary” – high-risk/high-reward), as calls do not seem to be 
the right approach for this category of projects. There are efforts underway to 
find other ways (emphasizing trust and personal relationship to science and 
changing from classical peer review to other forms, like presentations and 
panel-discussions). 
Funding high-risk project also mean taking risk at the side of the funder. 
For different scientific fields different concepts may be necessary.  

8. References VW Stiftung website (http://www.volkswagenstiftung.de/) 
Jahresbericht 2009 
Interview with Franz Dettenwanger, Head of Head of Team, Challenges - for 
Academia and Society (23 July) 
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Name:  Advanced Research Project Agency – Energy (ARPA-E) 
1. Description 
 
 

Objective: ARPA-E’s mission is to fund projects that will develop 
transformational technologies that reduce America’s dependence on foreign 
energy imports; reduce U.S. energy related emissions (including greenhouse 
gases); improve energy efficiency across all sectors of the U.S. economy and 
ensure that the U.S. maintains its leadership in developing and deploying 
advanced energy technologies. 
Targeted research area: Energy 
Targeted research actors: ARPA-E welcomes submissions from any type of 
capable technology research and development entity. This includes, but is not 
limited to, for-profit entities, academic institutions, research foundations, not-
for-profit entities, collaborations, and consortia. A Federally Funded Research 
and Development Center (FFRDC) may submit a proposal as a project lead 
entity only if the FFRDC is the lead for a consortium, collaboration, or other 
teaming arrangement. The FFRDC may not submit a proposal as a standalone 
entity.  
Type of funding provided: Competitive funding. ARPA-E will have the 
flexibility to sponsor R&D that spans multiple stages, from basic research to 
commercialisation, and in areas that are otherwise too cross-cutting or multi-
disciplinary to fit into the current DOE system. Grant can range from US$ 0.5 
to 10 million per project. Applicants have to bring in some own funding – 
universities and other educational institutions at least 10% and others at least 
20% of the project costs. Maximum project length: 3 years. The first call for 
proposals in 2009 resulted in 37 projects being funded, with an ARPA-E 
contribution of US$ 151 million (= average subsidy of US$ 4-5 million per 
project). As the programme provides funding and commercialization support 
to research and development at the intersection of applied sciences and 
integrated energy systems, only 35% of committed funding in the first round 
went to academic institutions while the rest went to small and large businesses 
(which lacked capital but had the people and infrastructure to go forward). 
Volume of funding: US$ 400 million for the first three (?) years.  
Brief history:  ARPA-E was created by within the DoE in 2007, though 
without a budget. The objective of ARPA-E is cross-disciplinary research on 
energy challenges. The organisation should work similarly to the successful 
Defence Advanced Research Project Agency (DARPA) and therefore is 
intended to fund high-risk, high-reward research that might not otherwise be 
pursued because there is a relatively high risk of failure. To date, three calls 
for proposals have been completed. The first call for proposals (2009) has 
been completely open, but the two calls for proposals in 2010 have each 
addressed three specific topics.    
Context: ARPA-E is a new US government agency responsible for funding 
specific high-risk and high-payoff game-changing research and development 
projects to meet the nation’s long-term energy challenges. ARPA-E received 
initial funding in FY 2009 in the order of US$ 400 million to fund 
transformational energy research that industry by itself cannot and will not 
support. There is an inherent risk associated with these programmes, but the 
payoff from those that are successful promises great economic and social 
rewards. Furthermore, it is expected that these programmes will result in the 
flow of new ideas and continue to fuel the economy, create new jobs, provide 
security and enhance the quality of life. 

2. Ex-ante priority 
setting 

After a first, completely open call for proposals in 2009, ARPA-E has now 
switched to more specific calls for proposals along programmatic lines. These 
specific calls for proposals reflect extensive ex-ante problem identification and 
priority setting. ARAPA-E currently operates the following programmes: (i) 
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Electrofuels, (ii) Batteries for Electrical Energy Storage in Transportation, (iii) 
Innovative Materials and Processes for Advanced Carbon Capture 
Technology, (iv) Grid-Scale Rampable Intermittent Dispatchable Storage, (v) 
Agile Delivery of Electrical Power Technology, and (vi) Building Energy 
Efficiency Through Innovative Thermodevices.  

3. Tender procedure Review process: Applicants are required to first submit a Concept Paper (max. 
five pages) describing the essence and novelty of their new technology 
concept in order to be considered for award under this Funding Opportunity 
Announcement (FOA). The purpose of the Concept Paper phase is to allow 
applicants to communicate their concept to ARPA-E, with a minimal level of 
investment in time and resources, and receive feedback on ARPA-E’s level of 
interest in the concept before ARPA-E requests the submission of a more time 
and resource intensive Full Application. Applicants receive a recommendation 
on the basis of their Concept Paper, but this is not binding. Full project 
proposals are not subject to a traditional peer-review system, but are selected 
by programme managers assisted by review panels consisting of leading 
experts in an open discussion. Programme managers have extraordinary 
autonomy and resources to pursue high-risk technological pathways, quickly 
assemble research teams to “crash” on projects, and start and stop projects 
based on performance and relevance. Programme directors have final say 
which project to fund. 
Eligibility criteria full proposals: Quite a number of certification forms are 
requested on various issues (many of which are generic to all government 
subsidies).  
Selection criteria full proposals: not available (a part of the website is only 
available after registration) 
Success rate applicants: The first call for proposals in 2009, which was 
completely open, has been very competitive. Some 3,700 concept papers were 
submitted, 300 full proposals developed and only 37 projects were funded. 
Success rate: 1%.  The second call for proposals (2000-I), covering three 
topics, resulted in 37 projects being selected for funding. No further detail 
available. The third call for proposals (2010-II), also consisting of three 
different topics, attracted 529 concept papers, leading to 164 full proposals. Of 
these 164, 43 were selected for funding. Success rate: 8%. 

4. Project 
implementation 

Release of funding: ?? 
Reporting obligations: quarterly, annual and end of project reports 
Flexibility to change project: possible after consultation. 

5. Monitoring and 
evaluation 

Once a project has been selected, the ARPA-E Programme Director negotiates 
an aggressive set of technical milestones and deliverables with the Principal 
Investigator of the project. This forms the basis for monitoring the 
implementation of the project.  

6. Determinants of 
excellence and risk 

Excellence: Revolutionary advances of fundamental science and translation 
into technological innovation. 

7. Lessons ARPA-E programmes are led by high-calibre scientists, who try to manage a 
portfolio of research investments taking considerable risks.  Their photos, 
CVs, and past accomplishments are presented on the ARPA-E website. They 
are not anonymous bureaucrats managing a competitive funding scheme, but 
highly respected leaders in their specific area. They do not rubberstamp the 
outcome of a peer-review process, but make (after winning input from their 
peers) strategic decisions about where to put the R&D resources.  In the EU 
funding system this type of leadership is largely absent (as well as the 
willingness to grant substantial discretionary power to individuals).    

8. References ARPA-E website (http://arpa-e.energy.gov/) 
Applicants’ Guide to ARPA-E Award Negotiations (July 2010) 
Presentation: “Overview of the ARPA-E Award Contracting Process for 
Selectees (July 2010) 
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Annex 3: Interviews and meetings 
 
Funding scheme/programme Contact Date 
ARTEMIS ARTEMIS-IA 

Jan Lohstroh, Secretary General  
1 July 2010 

ARTEMIS ARTEMIS-JU 
Eric Schutz, Executive Director  

8 July 2010 

IMI Innovative Medicines research 
stakeholders meeting (7 
representatives) 

17 May 2010 

General Jan van den Biessen 
Philips Research, VP Public R&D 
Programmes 

5 July 2010 

General Interim presentation to ERAB and 
discussion 

13 July 2010 

General Katrien Maes 
League of European Research 
Universities, LERU 
Stijn Delauré 
KULeuven, EU Research Advisor 

5 August 2010 

DG Research 
about Community Agencies 

Dimitri Corpakis (EC)  28 July 2010 

South Korea Frontier R&D 
Programme 

Kong-rae Lee (STEPI) 
Hyundae Cho (STEPI) 

e-mail interview 

IMI and other Claudia Eggert (KOWI – 
representation of German 
scientific institutes) 

18 August 2010 

EUREKA Franco Cozzani (Strategy and 
Evaluation Manager, EUREKA 
Secretariat) 

11 July 2010 

DG Research: Directorate K – 
Energy  

Carlos Saraiva Martins  
(Research Programme Officer / 
FET Call Coordinator – DG 
Research) 

22 July 2010 

DG Research: Directorate L – 
Science, Economy and 
Society (on finance and risk) 

Johannes Klumpers (Head 
administration and finance)  

27 July 2010 

DG Research: Directorate L – 
Science, Economy and 
Society  (on agencies) 

Dimitris Corpakis (Head of Unit) 
 

29 July 2010 
(phone discussion) 

VW Stiftung Franz Dettenwanger (Programme 
manager, VW Stiftung) 

23 July 2010  
(phone interview) 

National Science Foundation Graham Harrison (Programme 
manager, NSF) 

27 July 2010 
(phone interview) 

IMI Michel Goldman 
Executive Director 

6 August 2010 

European Institute of 
Innovation and Technology 
(EIT) 

Martin Schuurmans (chairman) 23 August 2010 
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Annex 4: Acronyms and abbreviations 
 
AAL JP  Ambient Assisted Living Joint Programme  
ANR   Agence Nationale de la Recherche (France) 
ARPA-E  Advanced Research Project Agency - Energy 
ARTEMIS  Advanced Research and Technology for Embedded Intelligence and 
   Systems 
ARTEMIS-IA  ARTEMIS - Industry Association 
ARTEMIS-JU  ARTEMIS - Joint Untertaking 
ATP   Advanced Technology Programme (US) 
CERN   European Organization for Nuclear Research 
DARPA  Defense Advanced Research Project Agency (US) 
DFG   Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft / 
   German Research Foundation 
DOE   Department of Energy (US) 
EAGER  Early Concept Grants for Exploratory Research 
EFPIA   European Federation of Pharmaceutical Industries and Associations 
EIT   European Institute of Innovation and Technology 
EoI   Expression of Interest 
EPSRC  Engineering and Physical Sciences Research Council (UK) 
ERC   European Research Council 
ERCEA  European Research Council Executive Agency 
ESF   European Science Foundation 
ESFRI   European Strategy Forum on Research Infrastructures 
EUREKA  European Research Coordination Agency 
EUROHORCS European Heads of Research Councils 
FET   Future Emerging Technologies 
FFRCD  Federally Funded Research and Development Center 
FOA   Funding Opportunity Announcement 
FP   (Research) Framework Programme  
FPP   Full Project Proposal 
ICT   Information and Telecommunication Technologies 
IEP   Independent Evaluation Panel 
IMI   Innovative Medicine Initiative 
IPR   Intellectual Property Rights 
IRC   Industry Research Committee 
ITER   International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor 
JTI   Joint Technology Initiatives 
KICs   Knowledge and Innovation Communities 
KOWI   Kooperationsstelle EU der Wissenschaftsorganisationen / 
   European Liaison Office of the German Research Organisations 
KPI   Kutatás-fejlesztési Pályázati és Kutatáshasznosítási Iroda / 
   Agency for Research Fund Management and Research Exploitation 
   (Hungary) 
LERU   League of European Research Universities 
NEST   New and Emerging Science and Technology programme 
NHI   National Institutes of Health (US) 
NNI   National Nanotechnology Initiative (US) 
NPC   National Project Coordinator 
NPM   New Public Management  
NSF   National Science Foundation (US) 
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NWO   Nederlandse Organisatie voor Wetenschappelijk Onderzoek /  
  Netherlands Organisation for Scientific Research 

OSRD   Office of Scientific Research and Development (US) 
PAB   Public Authorities Board 
PI   Principal Investigator 
PPP   Public Private Partnership 
REA   Research Executive Agency 
SBIR   Small Business Innovation Research 
SET   Strategic Energy Technology 
SGER    Small Grants for Exploratory Research 
SRAs   Strategic Research Agendas 
STEPI   Science and Technology Policy Institute (South-Korea) 
VTT   Valtion Teknillinen Tutkimuskeskus /  

 Technical Research Centre of Finland  
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